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### The University Mace
Symbols of authority and power, maces were originally hand weapons for use against armor. Traditionally carried in processions at formal academic events, they evoke the history and ideals of the institutions they represent. The staff of the University of Massachusetts Boston mace is fluted mahogany; its foot is brass. At its top, in a mahogany surround on a blue granite base, stands a bronze disk bearing the campus seal, consisting of a lighthouse radiating beams of light, with ocean waves below, with the statement "to preserve and extend knowledge." Reflecting the incorporation of Boston State College into the university in 1982, the bronze sides of the seal’s base bear the names and dates of that college and its five predecessor institutions, the first of which was founded in 1852.

### Academic Costume and Regalia
The academic regalia worn by faculty and students at this ceremony represent traditions that come down from the Middle Ages, when European universities were institutions of the church. At that time, robes were a common form of dress, particularly for officials of church and state. The cut of the robe, its adornment, and the colors used comprised a specialized heraldry that conveyed the rank and station of the wearer. At the universities, both faculty and students were considered to be part of the church hierarchy and were expected to wear the prescribed gowns. As society moved toward more modern forms of dress, only royalty, clergy, judges, and academics retained the traditional regalia, reserving it only for ceremonial use.

Modern academic regalia retain some of the symbols of the earlier forms of ceremonial dress. The gown tends to be fullest, longest, and heaviest for the doctoral degree. The sleeves for the bachelor's and master's gowns are typically open at the wrist. Cuffs are more common on the doctoral gown, and its sleeves are adorned by three velvet strips, symbolic of the degree. The mantle worn about the shoulders, called the hood, is the remnant of functional headgear worn for warmth in the unheated classrooms of medieval universities.

The usual color for academic gowns in the United States is black. However, many universities in this country and many others throughout the world have adopted more colorful robes. In general, this practice has been limited to schools more than one hundred years old. Among the schools represented by colorful robes at commencement ceremonies are Boston College, Boston University, Brown, Columbia, Cornell, Dartmouth, Duke, Harvard, New York, Oxford, Princeton, Rutgers, Stanford, Tufts, and Yale Universities, and the Universities of California, Kansas, and Rhode Island.

### Honorary Degrees
For centuries, universities have awarded honorary degrees as a way of recognizing extraordinary achievement and affirming institutional values. Our own university's policy is typical: the recipients of honorary degrees "shall be persons of great accomplishment and high ethical standards who exemplify the ideals of the University of Massachusetts"; recipients may not, however, hold federal or state elective office in Massachusetts.

### Please Note:
This program is for ceremonial purposes. The official list of graduates is maintained by the university registrar.
Undergraduate Ceremony
May 23, 2024  ~  Campus Center Lawn

The Program
Marcelo Suárez-Orozco, Chancellor, University of Massachusetts Boston
Presiding

The Academic Procession

Call to Order
Amy Todd, Chair, Faculty Council

The National Anthem
Joseph R. Rodriguez ’24

Welcome
Marcelo Suárez-Orozco, Chancellor

Greetings of the University
Imari K. Paris Jeffries ’97, G’99, G’03, PhD’23, University of Massachusetts Board of Trustees

Presentation of the John F. Kennedy Award for Academic Excellence to
Rosita Beatriz Ramirez Ventura ’24
Joseph Berger, Provost and Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs

Remarks on Behalf of the Class of 2024
Rosita Beatriz Ramirez Ventura ’24

Conferral of Chancellor’s Medal Upon
Lieutenant Governor Kim Driscoll

Principal Address
Lieutenant Governor Kim Driscoll

Introduction of New Alumni
Nurcin Celebi ’16, G’19

Singing of “To UMass Boston”
Members of the UMass Boston Chamber Singers
(See video screens for lyrics.)

Conferral of Bachelor’s Degrees Upon the Class of 2024
Marcelo Suárez-Orozco, Chancellor
Joseph Berger, Provost and Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs

Concluding Remarks
Marcelo Suárez-Orozco, Chancellor

Recessional
Kim Driscoll is the 73rd lieutenant governor of Massachusetts. She was sworn in on January 5, 2023, alongside Maura Healey, the first woman and first openly LGBTQ person elected governor of Massachusetts. She and Governor Healey are the first all-woman executive office team in the history of the commonwealth.

The Healey-Driscoll administration has already launched a groundbreaking new program on college accessibility, MassReconnect, which offers eligible residents the opportunity to attend community college for free. Their administration has also made climate resilience a priority, establishing the state’s first Office of Climate Innovation and Resilience, among other initiatives.

Previously, Driscoll was the first woman ever elected mayor of Salem, Massachusetts. Taking office at a time when the community was struggling with record deficits and a declining bond rating, she turned deficits into surpluses and strengthened city services. In her time as mayor, Driscoll revitalized Salem’s downtown, improved city schools, reformed city pensions and health insurance programs, and brought transparency to city government.

Working with state officials and local partners, Driscoll secured public and private investments for a new MBTA station, a state courts complex, a senior center, and a ferry and waterfront port. She also positioned Salem as the primary marshaling port for the forthcoming Commonwealth Wind project that will serve residents across Massachusetts and New England.

Prior to her election as mayor of Salem, Driscoll served as community development director for the City of Beverly, chief legal counsel and deputy city manager for the City of Chelsea, and as a Salem City Council member.

Driscoll holds a BA from Salem State University and a JD from the Massachusetts School of Law.

For her ongoing commitment to serving the people of Massachusetts and creating a forward-looking, inclusive commonwealth, the University of Massachusetts Boston is proud to present Lieutenant Governor Kim Driscoll with the Chancellor’s Medal for Distinguished Service.
The Honorable Roberto Andrés Gallardo, an Argentinian judge and renowned champion of social justice, has long been an advocate for those less fortunate. Judge Gallardo has held numerous high-level judicial posts in his home city of Buenos Aires and has written several books on the topics of human rights and global justice. Judge Gallardo’s commitment to social justice led His Holiness Pope Francis to appoint Gallardo in 2023 to serve a five-year term as president of the Pan-American Committee of Judges for Social Rights and Franciscan Doctrine, an international public association of the faithful whose global mission is to educate and advocate for respect for human rights – especially of Indigenous and poor people – in courts throughout the Americas.

Judge Gallardo earned his law degree from the University of Buenos Aires in 1989. He then completed his master’s degree in state law in 1998 from the Office of the Attorney General of the National Treasury (Ministry of Justice) and was honored with the Ramón Ferreyra award for his academic performance.

Presently a judge of first instance in administrative litigation in Buenos Aires, Judge Gallardo previously served as the city’s acting deputy general defender. He is also a professor of state theory and an interim professor of elements of law at the University of Buenos Aires. Earlier in his career, he worked as a solo practitioner and also served as an attorney for several unions and cooperatives.


The Pan-American Committee of Judges for Social Rights and Franciscan Doctrine, which Judge Gallardo has served as president since 2023 when His Holiness Pope Francis appointed him to the position, consists of 120 magistrates who advocate for respect for human rights in courts throughout the Americas. The committee currently has established chapters in Argentina, Chile, Colombia, Peru, Brazil, Mexico, the United States, and Paraguay, and is expanding throughout the rest of the American continent. Among other topics, the committee has examined creating legislation to protect against social injustice and establishing support mechanisms for judges facing undue political pressures.

In recognition of his unwavering commitment to social justice, the University of Massachusetts Boston is proud to bestow upon Judge Roberto Andrés Gallardo the honorary doctorate of humane letters.
2024 Distinguished Faculty Awards

Professor Suha Ballout, Department of Nursing
Chancellor's Award for Distinguished Teaching

Suha Ballout's tenure at UMass Boston has been defined by her unwavering dedication to inclusive education and innovative teaching methodologies. As an associate professor in the Department of Nursing, she has consistently demonstrated a strong commitment to creating inclusive environments and decolonizing teaching spaces, earning recognition both locally and globally. Professor Ballout's impressive teaching portfolio focuses on large undergraduate nursing courses, in which she advocates for inclusivity in textbook adoptions and class content, creating safe spaces for students facing challenges. Professor Ballout serves as a leader in both the Clinical Leadership Collaborative for Diversity in Nursing (CLCDN) and the Behavioral Equity Fellowship programs, which aim to strengthen the skills and preparedness of upcoming nurses to address the varied requirements of patients. Through these endeavors, Professor Ballout actively contributes to fostering a nursing workforce that is more diverse, inclusive, and culturally adept, thereby ensuring that nurses are fully equipped to deliver exceptional care to individuals from diverse backgrounds. Her collaborative efforts within the Center for Innovative Teaching (CIT) and leadership as CIT director since 2023 highlight her commitment to enhancing pedagogies and fostering antiracist teaching practices. Additionally, her global impact through initiatives like the Student Interest Nursing Group (SING) and involvement with the Lebanese Medical Association for Sexual Health underscores her dedication to shaping inclusive health care environments. Professor Ballout's multifaceted contributions as an educator, mentor, and leader make her a deserving candidate for the Chancellor's Award for Distinguished Teaching.

Professor Laura L. Hayman, Department of Nursing
Chancellor's Award for Distinguished Service

Laura Hayman's illustrious career at UMass Boston is characterized by her exemplary leadership, tireless dedication, and profound impact on the university community and beyond. Since joining the faculty in 2007, Professor Hayman has made significant contributions as a tenured professor in the Department of Nursing and as the pioneering associate dean for research in the Donna M. and Robert J. Manning College of Nursing and Health Sciences (MCNHS). Her leadership in establishing the MCNHS Office of Research and enhancing research endeavors among faculty members has been instrumental. Professor Hayman's service extends to various committees at the university and college levels, including her role as chair of the MCNHS Personnel Committee and active involvement in program development. She has also played a vital role in mentoring faculty and doctoral students, supporting their research endeavors, and fostering a culture of academic excellence. Professor Hayman's dedication to her profession is evident through her extensive involvement in national organizations, editorial roles for prestigious journals, and leadership positions in professional associations. Her remarkable achievements, including induction as a fellow of multiple esteemed organizations and numerous prestigious awards, underscore her exceptional commitment to service and scholarly excellence. Professor Hayman's distinguished service to UMass Boston, her profession, and her contributions to multiple disciplines make her an outstanding candidate for the Chancellor's Award for Distinguished Service.

Peter Nien-chu Kiang (江念祖), Professor, Asian American Studies Program, School for Global Inclusion and Social Development
Chancellor's Award for Distinguished Scholarship

Peter Kiang is professor and director of the Asian American Studies Program in the School for Global Inclusion and Social Development (SGISD) and the College of Education and Human Development at UMass Boston, where he has taught since 1987. His research, teaching, and advocacy in both K–12 and higher education with Asian American immigrant/refugee students and communities have been supported by the National Academy of Education, the National Endowment for the Humanities, the Massachusetts Teachers Association, the Massachusetts Association for Bilingual Education, and others. Since 2010, he has been coprincipal investigator and lead proposal writer for five five-year grants totaling $9.1M from the U.S. Department of Education for UMass Boston's Asian American and Native American Pacific Islander-Serving Institution (AANAPISI) program. Nationally, he received the Distinguished Scholar Award from the American Educational Research Association's Special Interest Group: Research on the Education of Asian and Pacific Americans in 2013 and the Lifetime Achievement Award from the National Association for Asian American Studies in 2014. He served for six years as chair of the Massachusetts Advisory Committee for the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights and eight years as copresidential of the Chinese Historical Society of New England. Professor Kiang holds a BA, EdM, and EdD from Harvard University and is a former Community Fellow in the Department of Urban Studies and Planning at MIT. Within the university, he has also received both the Chancellor's Distinguished Teaching Award and Distinguished Service Award, and he is the first person in UMass Boston history to receive chancellor's awards in all three categories. All of these many accomplishments make Professor Kiang an exceptional candidate for the Chancellor's Award for Distinguished Scholarship.
Recipients of Undergraduate Awards

Senior Honors

Sama Abu-hasen  
*Psychology (BS)*

Idalina S. Dosouto  
*Human Services*

Frances Adrian Adhamidhi  
*Biology*

Melanie Diane Duarte  
*Management*

Christopher Dylan Aimeable  
*Biology*

Ahmed Hatim Khalid Elamin  
*Biology*

Samanth Petra Alexander  
*Art*

Nicholas Falardeau  
*Chemistry*

Elvi Nineth Arias  
*Biology*

Enrico Farago  
*Human Services*

Michael Leighton Atkins  
*Art*

Dacey Farrell  
*Human Services*

Valerie Avila Giraldo  
*Political Science*

Ryan Michael Fioretti  
*Creative Writing*

Sydney Lilian Bailey  
*Biology*

Kerveline Francois  
*Human Services*

Marie Dulisca Bourdeau  
*Human Services*

Isabelle Marie Freda  
*School for the Environment*

Kayla R. Bradley  
*School for the Environment*

Jennifer Friedrich  
*Art*

Madison Faye Brun  
*Art*

Savannah Louise Furbush  
*Human Services*

Marianna Sofia Carey  
*History*

Sean Joseph Garrity  
*Management*

James Daniel Cawley  
*Management*

Ryan Giffee  
*School for the Environment*

Rebecca Rose Cawley  
*Biochemistry*

Magdy Amgad Gohar  
*Biochemistry*

Nicole A. Cayting  
*Biology*

Aurora Golden  
*Biochemistry*

Lydia H. Chan  
*Management*

Angie Marie Gomez  
*Human Services*

Dulce Maria Cisneros  
*Criminology and Criminal Justice*

Cody James Grassi  
*Human Services*

Annalee Rhea Clough  
*Music*

Leila Sage Gustin  
*Chemistry*

Reinaldo Saltos Costa  
*Biology*

Chris Gutierrez  
*Art*

Cailyn Kelly Davies  
*Creative Writing*

Rebecca Ariadna Gutierrez-Lewis  
*Biology*

Nalani Briana Depina  
*Creative Writing*

Ali Hachem  
*Biology*

William E. Doncaster  
*Art*

Rin Hurd  
*Political Science*
Maya Ramona James
School for the Environment

Bhavana Jammalamadaka
Biology

Tamari Kakhoidze
Chemistry

Zarwah Kanwal
Psychology (BS)

Juma Kazumali
Biochemistry

Roza Khalifa
Biology

Walker Sheldon Knowles
Management

Tyler John Kulak
School for the Environment

Joanna Y. Lam
Economics

Robert William LeBron
Political Science

Brendon Lee
Biology

Louhelaine Legros
Human Services

Madison Elizabeth Lemire
Biology

Limaira Leon
Human Services

Crystal Lin
Biology

Julia Marie MacDonald
Biology

Arianna Isabelle Maddox
Biology

Alba Martini
Biochemistry

Makenna Mcbirney
Art

Emily Elizabeth Mello
Biology

Julia Felicia Micozzi
Biology

Andrew Charles Miller-Klugman
Biology

Khalil Mimouni
Chemistry

Isabella Rita Nadeau
Criminology and Criminal Justice

John Patrick Newsham
Music

Pham Nguyen
Chemistry

Cody Toukalek Pajic
School for the Environment

David-John Pang
Sociology

Rochelle Marie Paquette
Human Services

Khevana Pranavkumar Patel
Biochemistry

Cheyenne Louise Petrino
Biology

Genesis Carmen Pina Baez
Human Services

Cullen Thomas Poth
Chemistry

Anthony Preci
Biochemistry

Victor Francisco Quadros
Biology

Claweens Quetant
Biochemistry

Rosita Beatriz Ramirez Ventura
Biochemistry

Pratha Ketan Rewal
Biology

Isak Justin Ring
Art

Doriane Robasson
Biochemistry

Joseph Raul Rodriguez
Music

Samantha Ewa Roszczenko
Political Science

Jasmine T. Ruffen
Creative Writing

Juliana Ruscio
Biology

Erika Rose Sciascia
Biology

Makenna McBirney
Art

Emily Elizabeth Mello
Biology

Julia Felicia Micozzi
Biology

Andrew Charles Miller-Klugman
Biology

Khalil Mimouni
Chemistry

Isabella Rita Nadeau
Criminology and Criminal Justice

John Patrick Newsham
Music

Pham Nguyen
Chemistry

Cody Toukalek Pajic
School for the Environment

David-John Pang
Sociology

Rochelle Marie Paquette
Human Services

Khevana Pranavkumar Patel
Biochemistry

Cheyenne Louise Petrino
Biology

Genesis Carmen Pina Baez
Human Services

Cullen Thomas Poth
Chemistry

Anthony Preci
Biochemistry

Victor Francisco Quadros
Biology

Claweens Quetant
Biochemistry

Rosita Beatriz Ramirez Ventura
Biochemistry

Pratha Ketan Rewal
Biology

Isak Justin Ring
Art

Doriane Robasson
Biochemistry

Joseph Raul Rodriguez
Music

Samantha Ewa Roszczenko
Political Science

Jasmine T. Ruffen
Creative Writing

Juliana Ruscio
Biology

Erika Rose Sciascia
Biology

Makenna McBirney
Art

Emily Elizabeth Mello
Biology

Julia Felicia Micozzi
Biology

Andrew Charles Miller-Klugman
Biology

Khalil Mimouni
Chemistry

Isabella Rita Nadeau
Criminology and Criminal Justice
Karla Alicia Solito  
*Political Science*

Melody Mutlu Stelmaszek  
*Psychology (BA)*

Tony Nguyen Thang  
*Biology*

Timothy Cong Truong  
*English*

Lydia Virginia Uhlar  
*English*

Jorhenis Vasquez  
*Biology*

Melissa Dias Vieira  
*Biology*

Michelle Tram-Anh Vu  
*Biology*

Emily Bao Tran Vu  
*Biology*

Ethan Charles Wagner  
*Biology*

Michael Joseph Walsh  
*Management*

Nic George Walsh  
*Music*

Kaley Whipkey  
*Criminology and Criminal Justice*

Natalie Wright  
*Human Services*

Chen Wen Ye  
*Biochemistry*

Pedro Youssef  
*Art*

Johnny David Zacarias Gomez  
*Biology*
Departmental Prizes

Ayah Abdessemed  
*Human Rights Award*

Eden Gorfineh Alemayehu  
*School for the Environment Universi Tellaris Award*

Cassandra Alexander  
*Distinguished Service in Nursing*

Jeffery Patrick Alty  
*Distinction in Environmental Science*

Ceide Sarai Alvarado  
*Distinction in Psychology (BS)*

Adiel Sharon Amos  
*Distinction in Finance Concentration*

Colin Anderson  
*Distinction in Computer Science*

Melisa Archer  
*Dean's Award for Exercise and Health Sciences*

Sydney Lilian Bailey  
*The Bettina Hall Harrison Award for Outstanding Teaching*

LaDawn T. Baker  
*Distinction in Labor Studies*

Camille Leevian Baptiste  
*Distinction in Computer Engineering*

Joseph Gerard Barrasso  
*Distinction in American Studies*

Marlaina Marie Bland  
*The Colleen Maxwell Award for Community Service in Nursing*

Kayla R. Bradley  
*School for the Environment Legacy Award*

Micah Bradshaw  
*Outstanding Achievement in Modern Languages, Literatures and Cultures*

Nicholas Terrance Hamilton Branch  
*Distinction in Information Technology (CM)*

Eloise Cole Breyfogle  
*Distinction in Early Education and Care in Inclusive Settings*

Kieran Michael Browne  
*Distinction in Psychology (BS)*

Rose Marie Burrows  
*Distinction in Classics  
Outstanding Achievement in Classical Studies*

Isabella Rose Carey  
*Distinction in Communication*

Marianna Sofia Carey  
*Distinction in Economics  
The Paul F. Boller Prize in History*

Brice Carson  
*Distinction in Psychology (BA)*

Gabriele Silva Carvalho  
*Distinguished Service in Exercise and Health Sciences*

Brooke Gabrielle Cayting  
*Distinction in Biology*

Nicole A. Cayting  
*Distinction in Biology*

Peng-Lin Chen  
*Distinction in Computer Science*

Amelie Joy Chernoch  
*Distinction in Art*

Batoul Chouiki  
*Distinction in Exercise and Health Sciences*

Nour Chouiki  
*Distinction in Exercise and Health Sciences*

Dulce Maria Cisneros  
*Distinction in Women's, Gender, and Sexuality Studies*

Annalee Rhea Clough  
*Distinction in Music*

Connor Patrick Coe  
*The Dean's Award for Nursing*

Fiona Erin Conway  
*Distinction in Global Affairs*

Erin Lindsey Cornelius  
*Distinction in English*

Mary-Katherine Craffey  
*Distinction in Women's, Gender, and Sexuality Studies*

Thanh Vy Dang  
*Distinction in Accounting Concentration  
Delta Sigma Pi Key Award*

Alice de Castro  
*Distinction in International Relations*

Allyson Dean  
*The Clara Estow Award in Latin American and Iberian Studies*

Jacob William DePass  
*The Theresa M. Corcoran/George Roddy Graduate Scholarship in Exercise Science*

Bianca Lourdes Deras  
*Distinction in Psychology (BA)*

Catherine Jane Dickenson  
*Distinction in Anthropology*

Abdelmoumene Djellouli  
*Distinction in French*
Robert Charles Doherty  
*Distinction in Criminology and Criminal Justice*

William E. Doncaster  
*Melissa Shook Photography Award*

Melanie Diane Duarte  
*Distinction in Marketing Concentration*

Dov Yehuda Ellenbogen  
*Distinction in Math*  
*The Juan Carlos Merlo Memorial Prize in Mathematics*  
*The Taffee Tanimoto Award for Outstanding Service in Mathematics*

Reema Elrefaie  
*Distinction in Biology*

Oumou Fall  
*Distinction in Philosophy, Law and Ethics*

Theo Favier  
*Distinction in Physics*  
*The Arthur W. Martin III Scholarship Award in Physics*

Rehanna Lissette Fernandes Nunez  
*Distinction in English*

Alexandra Christine Flagg  
*Distinction in Finance Concentration*

Isabelle Marie Freda  
*Distinction in Philosophy*  
*School for the Environment Talloires Award*

Shelby Jessica Gagne  
*The Louis E. Roberts Award for Distinction in Theatre Arts*

Elivette Enid Garcia  
*Distinction in Social Psychology*

Stephanie Claudia Germain  
*The Harriet Tubman Prize in Africana Studies*

Wendy P. Giblin  
*Distinction in Human Services*

Derek Eduardo Gil Del Rio  
*Distinction in Marketing Concentration*

Benjamin Francis Giunta  
*Distinction in Psychology (BA)*

Magdy Amgad Gohar  
*The Rosalind Franklin Book Award for Excellence in Research in Biochemistry*

Jacobo Gomez Giraldo  
*Distinction in Entrepreneurship Concentration*

Alex Gontkovic  
*Distinction in Economics*

Danielle Grant  
*Distinction in Early Education and Care in Inclusive Settings*

Starr Nayleen Guerrero  
*The Maurizio Vannicelli Award for Distinction in International Relations*

Leila Sage Gustin  
*The Leverett J. Zompa Inorganic Chemistry Award*

Zahra Nora Halili  
*Outstanding Academic and Service Achievement Award in Human Services*

Mina Hasan  
*Distinction in Finance Concentration*

Ana Maria Hernandez  
*Community Development Award*

Uriel Hopkinson  
*The David G. Terkla Memorial Prize*

Rin Hurd  
*The Roger Feinstein Book Award for Distinction in Public Policy*

Tamari Kakhoidze  
*The Walter E. Weibrecht Scholar Award in Chemistry*

Sarah Kalkert  
*The Martin Andic Prize for Distinction in Philosophy*

Zarwah Kanwal  
*The Ina Samuels Memorial Prize in Psychology*

Ye Eun Kim  
*Award for Outstanding International Relations Major*

Joanna Y. Lam  
*Distinction in Economics*  
*The Joann P. Stewart Award to an Outstanding Graduate in Economics*  
*The Robert Risse Prize in Communication*

Nantawat Laothong  
*Distinction in Information Technology (CSM)*  
*The Outstanding Information Technology Student Award*

Ahn Marie Le  
*Undergraduate Mentoring Award*

Robert William LeBron  
*Distinction in Political Science*

Jeremiah Insung Lee  
*The William I Miller Award for Academic Excellence in Computer Science*

Julia Marie MacDonald  
*Distinction in Biology*

Ahn Marie Le  
*Undergraduate Mentoring Award*

Robert William LeBron  
*Distinction in Political Science*

Jeremiah Insung Lee  
*The William I Miller Award for Academic Excellence in Computer Science*

Julia Marie MacDonald  
*Distinction in Biology*

Cotey Joseph Martinez  
*Distinction in History*

Clarissa Anne McCarthy  
*Distinction in Computer Science*

Emma Noel McElaney  
*Distinction in Psychology (BA)*
Khalil Mimouni  
*Distinction in Chemistry*

Eleni Minias  
*Distinction in Asian Studies*

Georgio Mitri  
*Distinction in Criminology and Criminal Justice*

Sara Marie Molner  
*Distinction in Philosophy and Public Policy*

Joseph Morisset  
*Distinction in Criminology and Criminal Justice*  
*Distinction in Psychology (BA)*

Caroline Mortell  
*Distinction in Criminology and Criminal Justice*

Isabella Rita Nadeau  
*Distinction in Criminology and Criminal Justice*

Elvis Alessandro Navarro  
*Distinction in Information Technology (CSM)*

Kenny Nguyen  
*Outstanding Achievement in Engineering*

Logan Anthony Nowicki  
*The Ruth Butler Scholarship*

Jon Carlos O’Neil  
*The Toffee Tanimoto Award for Outstanding Service in Computer Science*

Alexandra Yaneth Orellana  
*Distinction in Leadership and Organizational Change Concentration*

David-John Pang  
*Distinction in Sociology*

Khevana Pranavkumar Patel  
*Distinction in Biochemistry*

Rheanna Floysha Perrin  
*The Alice E. Trost Memorial Prize in Economics*

Justin Pham  
*The Dean’s Award for Nursing*

Tammy Tien Pham  
*Distinction in Finance Concentration*  
*Distinction in Marketing Concentration*

Ashley Elizabeth Pierce  
*Distinction in Environmental Science*  
*Distinction in Political Science*

Mackenzie Alison Pitittieri  
*The Founder’s Award for Excellence in Women’s and Gender Studies and Social Activism*

Cullen Thomas Poth  
*The Hypercube Scholar Award in Chemistry*

Alessio Dominick Pressamarita  
*Distinction in Exercise and Health Sciences*  
*The Leonard J. Kirsch Prize for the Outstanding Economics Graduate*

Alexander Joseph Quadros  
*Distinction in English*

Victor Francisco Quadros  
*Distinction in Biology*  
*The Biology Award for Excellence in Research*

Sebastian Radel  
*Distinction in Computer Science*

Rosita Beatriz Ramirez Ventura  
*The Emil Fischer Book Award for Outstanding Biochemistry Student*

Jude Daniel Registre  
*Distinction in Theatre Arts*

Olivia Richardson  
*Distinction in Accounting Concentration*  
*Distinction in Information Systems and Business Analytics Concentration*  
*The Mary B. Newman Award for Academic Excellence in Management*

MaryKate Cooney Riordan  
*Distinction in Sports Leadership*

Jamie Kathryn Roballo  
*Distinction in Psychology (BA)*

Doriane Robasson  
*The Emil Fischer Book Award for Outstanding Biochemistry Student*

Jacob Howard Robin  
*Distinction in Communication*

Nachalie Chailine Rodriguez Cruz  
*Distinction in Exercise and Health Sciences*

Valentina Romero  
*Distinction in Anthropology*  
*The Sally Goss Memorial Prize in Anthropology*

John William Roussell  
*The John J. Conlon Prize in Theatre Arts*

Ania-Nabi Ruiz  
*Distinction in Community Development*  
*Dean’s Award in Community Development*

Sofya Savchenkova  
*Distinction in Interdisciplinary Concentration*  
*Distinction in Marketing Concentration*

Nicholas William Schiavo  
*The Roger Feinstein Book Award for Distinction in Public Policy*

Maryl Johanna Schultz  
*Distinction in Environmental Studies and Sustainability*

Nicholas Schultz  
*Distinction in Criminology and Criminal Justice*

Leticia Sidney  
*The Ruth Butler Scholarship*

Brandon John Spitz  
*Supply Chain and Service Management Concentration*
Jillian Steeves
Outstanding Achievement in History

Avash Subedi
Distinction in Physics

Melina Victoria Sullivan
The T. Scott Miyakawa Memorial Prize in Sociology

Tenzin Thai
The Dean’s Award for Distinguished Service in the College of Management

Timothy Cong Truong
The Francis Russell Hart Prize in English

Lydia Virginia Uhlar
The Eleanor Marie Fay and James William Fay Memorial Prize in English
The Marcia Keach Memorial Poetry Prize in Creative Writing

Louis Vaillaneuva
The Colleen Maxwell Award for Community Service in Nursing

Jonathan Vautour
Distinction in Information Technology (CSM)

Melissa Dias Vieira
Distinction in Biology
The Biology Award for Excellence in Service

Kaitlyn Noel von Ehrenkrook
The Maurizio Vannicelli Award for Distinction in International Relations

Emily Bao Tran Vu
Distinction in Biology

Kayla Baochau Vu
The Taffee Tanimoto Award for Outstanding Service in Mathematics

Michelle Tram-Anh Vu
Distinction in Biology

Noah S. Wagner
The Richard J. Landry Political Theory Award

Genelle Walker
The Adrienne Jill Barnett Memorial Prize for Academic Excellence in Psychology

Anthony Patrick Walsh
The Richard J. Landry Political Theory Award

Michael Joseph Walsh
Distinction in Information Systems and Business Analytics Concentration

Dong Wang
The Michael Lafargue Award for Excellence in Asian Studies

Jon Wegrzynek
Distinction in International Management Concentration

Pamela Whittle
Distinguished Service in Nursing

Chen Wen Ye
The Daniel Koskland Book Award for Excellence in Teaching and/or Service in Biochemistry

Hatydzha Muradovna Yelliyeva
Distinction in Communication

Nicholas Yu
Distinction in Electrical Engineering

Ummil-Khair Yusuf
The Clinton M. Jean Prize in Africana Studies

Karina Zavala
Distinction in Information Technology (CSM)
Undergraduate Degrees

College of Education and Human Development

Bachelor of Arts

Helen Temitope Adeyemo  Early Education and Care in Inclusive Settings
Honors College

Dana Aguilar  Early Education and Care in Inclusive Settings

Flor De Maria Aguirre  Early Education and Care in Inclusive Settings

Maan Albehacy  Sport Leadership and Administration

Daniel Luis D Andrade  Sport Leadership and Administration

Maria Del Carmen Andrades  Early Education and Care in Inclusive Settings

Rachel A. Ater  Early Education and Care in Inclusive Settings

Martina Bekhit  Early Education and Care in Inclusive Settings

Abigail Bregoli  Early Education and Care in Inclusive Settings

Eloise Cole Breyfogle  Early Education and Care in Inclusive Settings
Honors College

Natalie De Jesus Capriles  Early Education and Care in Inclusive Settings

Isabel Joan Cartagena-Torres  Early Education and Care in Inclusive Settings

Emily Castillo  Early Education and Care in Inclusive Settings

Singho Chan  Individual Major in Asian American Studies, and Political Science

Christopher Cliff  Sport Leadership and Administration

Maxwell James Clifford  Sport Leadership and Administration
Honors College

Nicholas Daniel Collins  Sport Leadership and Administration

Blake Colman  Sport Leadership and Administration

Alexander R. Comerchero  Sport Leadership and Administration, and Political Science

Daquiel Joseph Denis  Sport Leadership and Administration

Sarah Dickinson  Early Education and Care in Inclusive Settings

Emily Elizabeth Doble  Sport Leadership and Administration

Michael Eugene Dooley  Sport Leadership and Administration

Jamisha Terry Ellis  Early Education and Care in Inclusive Settings

Maria Jose Espinoza  Early Education and Care in Inclusive Settings

Leslie Farias Perez  Early Education and Care in Inclusive Settings

Caitlin Jaimes Feest  Sport Leadership and Administration, and Criminology and Criminal Justice

Lizmary Figueroa  Early Education and Care in Inclusive Settings
Honors College

Kailynn Finnegan  Early Education and Care in Inclusive Settings

Courtney Flannery  Early Education and Care in Inclusive Settings

Hannah Gagnon  Early Education and Care in Inclusive Settings

Xaymarie Galarza Ponce  Early Education and Care in Inclusive Settings

Mayakayla Galiano-Riley  Early Education and Care in Inclusive Settings

Vitoria Gomes de Mattos Sousa  Early Education and Care in Inclusive Settings

De’Onney Khrystelle Gonzalez  Early Education and Care in Inclusive Settings

Josfer Gonzalez  Sport Leadership and Administration

Mark William Goudge  Sport Leadership and Administration

Danielle K. Grant  Early Education and Care in Inclusive Settings

Victoria Ariel Greaves  Early Education and Care in Inclusive Settings

Jovanna Grullon  Early Education and Care in Inclusive Settings

Mei Hua Guan  Early Education and Care in Inclusive Settings

Maranda Henry  Early Education and Care in Inclusive Settings

Kaylee Ann Edith Ide  Early Education and Care in Inclusive Settings

Robert Iliff, Jr.  Sport Leadership and Administration

Rebecca Ann Jonah  Early Education and Care in Inclusive Settings

Madison Louise Kelly  Early Education and Care in Inclusive Settings

Mary Grace Kelly  Early Education and Care in Inclusive Settings
Honors College

Grace Elizabeth Kennedy  Early Education and Care in Inclusive Settings

Thomas Patrick Kierce  Sport Leadership and Administration

Isabella Kate Lawlor  Early Education and Care in Inclusive Settings

Evan Joseph Lewis  Sport Leadership and Administration

Xiaojing Li  Early Education and Care in Inclusive Settings

Matthew Christopher Mandy  Sport Leadership and Administration

Elizabeth Wei-mon McGough  Early Education and Care in Inclusive Settings

Sushant Mijar  Sport Leadership and Administration

Charlotte Rose Millette  Early Education and Care in Inclusive Settings

Sofia Dwyer Morgante  Early Education and Care in Inclusive Settings

Kinyin Ng  Sport Leadership and Administration

Michael Nguyen  Early Education and Care in Inclusive Settings

George Nicolas  Sport Leadership and Administration

Caroline Elizabeth Oakley  Early Education and Care in Inclusive Settings

Rebecah Okundaye  Early Education and Care in Inclusive Settings
Brikena Papajani Early Education and Care in Inclusive Settings
Janeris Marie Perez Latorre Early Education and Care in Inclusive Settings
Shantal M. Petrie Sport Leadership and Administration
James Edward Pettipas Early Education and Care in Inclusive Settings
Meghan Reksmei Phat Sport Leadership and Administration
Savannah Mariah Pinckney Early Education and Care in Inclusive Settings
Elise Pontes Early Education and Care in Inclusive Settings
Alexah Dominique Potter Sport Leadership and Administration
Mairin Quillen Early Education and Care in Inclusive Settings
Tiffany Ana Rainho Early Education and Care in Inclusive Settings
MaryKate Cooney Riordan Sport Leadership and Administration
William S. Robinson Early Education and Care in Inclusive Settings
Stephanie Rosa-Hiraldo Early Education and Care in Inclusive Settings
Kelly Ruan Early Education and Care in Inclusive Settings
Dillon Jeffery Ryan Sport Leadership and Administration
Sofia Carolina Salazar Early Education and Care in Inclusive Settings
Jenny Celeste Santiago Early Education and Care in Inclusive Settings
Jill Mary Scaramuzzo Early Education and Care in Inclusive Settings
Honors College

John Peter Shea Sport Leadership and Administration
Joseph James Shea Sport Leadership and Administration
Kianna Sloan Early Education and Care in Inclusive Settings
Brianne L. Smiley Early Education and Care in Inclusive Settings
Jackson Snyder Sport Leadership and Administration
Honors College
Josephine Frances Sullivan Early Education and Care in Inclusive Settings, and Psychology
Honors College
Marlice M. Teixeira Early Education and Care in Inclusive Settings
Jancarlos Tejeda Sport Leadership and Administration
Sarah Beth Theall Early Education and Care in Inclusive Settings, and Psychology
Alissa Val Early Education and Care in Inclusive Settings
Alejandra Maria Vasquez Bonilla Early Education and Care in Inclusive Settings
Christina J. Vick Early Education and Care in Inclusive Settings
Lieren Roulan Vigneau Early Education and Care in Inclusive Settings
Emilie Muriele Volmar Early Education and Care in Inclusive Settings
Antoinette Williams Early Education and Care in Inclusive Settings
Kathy Xu Early Education and Care in Inclusive Settings
Xiao Yin Xue Early Education and Care in Inclusive Settings

College of Liberal Arts

Bachelor of Arts
Shams Abbasova Psychology
Aruna Abdenova Psychology
Ayah Abdessemed Criminology and Criminal Justice
Aicha Abdou Economics
Sumaya Abdirizak Abdullahi Psychology
Ameer Abid Criminology and Criminal Justice
Jaden Abidhomme Criminology and Criminal Justice
Behailu Abreha History
Juan David Abubara Economics
Marron Acheampong Art
Lauren Ann Addivinola Women's, Gender and Sexuality Studies
Joden Agenor Psychology
Aurany K. Aguavisas Psychology
Crystal Marie Aguero Psychology
Katherine Cassandra Aguilar Psychology
Fizza Ahmed English
Meryline Ahrends Sociology
Raya Aleid Psychology
Samantha Petra Alexander Art
Doa Alhulali Psychology
Zarif Ahrar Ali Psychology
Cyrtila Ajo Africana Studies
Salwa Alkedeh Human Services
Jack Jeremy Allen English
Deen Salim Ally Economics
Chanely Almonte Psychology
Esteban Alonzo Economics

Daniel Alejandro Alvarado Villanueva Political Science
Daliza Alvarez Psychology
Emanuel Alves De Pina Criminology and Criminal Justice
Alisha Kiana Amado Anthropology
Alexis Madison Amaral Human Services
Mosab Amleh Economics
Barbara Amoah Criminology and Criminal Justice
Carston Anderson English
Najae Andrew Anderson Psychology
Ciara Rose Andrade Communication
Kiara Andrade Psychology, and Criminology and Criminal Justice
Victoria Angeles Criminology and Criminal Justice
Leah Nora Ansty Psychology
Devonderlo Barros Antunes Psychology
Souhil Arachiche Psychology
Amanda Ivette Arevalo Criminology and Criminal Justice
Aranyi F. Arias Cruz Psychology
Ogechi Princess Constance Arioguzo Political Science
Callie Armstrong Economics
Stella Arotoma Economics
Anastasios Aslanidis Economics
Raheya Yohannes Asnake International Relations
Clara Atakora Psychology
Michael Leighton Atkins Art
Cassandra Augustin Political Science
Sandy Augustin  Psychology  
Valerie Avila Giraldo  Political Science,  
and Economics  
Honors College  
Sophia Shahid Aziz  Sociology  
Julio Cesar Baez  English  
Sonia Deyanira Baez  International Relations  
Michael Baglio  Sociology  
LaDawn T. Baker  Labor Studies  
Molly L. Baker  Psychology  
Amy Bang  Asian Studies  
Jacob Urban Banks  Criminology and Criminal Justice  
Aliza Paige Barach  Psychology  
Sergio Gomes Barbosa  Communication  
Ellenise Barbosa Da Graca  International Relations, and Communication  
Amanda Emilia Bardales  Psychology, and English  
Ciara Elizabeth Barden  Anthropology  
Kaushar Salimhadi Barejiya  Political Science  
Joseph Gerard Barrasso  Communication, and American Studies  
Michael David Barrasso  Communication, and American Studies  
Mohamed Alpha Barrie  Economics  
Emily Jean Barry  History and Archaeology  
Honors College  
Giovanna Batti  Psychology  
Lee Justice Bauer  Political Science  
Amy Asare Bediako  English  
Taylor Katarina Beliveau  Psychology  
Rosenette Belizaire  Global Affairs  
Mary Janette Barbara Bell  Criminology and Criminal Justice  
Miguel Angel Beltran  Criminology and Criminal Justice  
Mohammed A. Ben Alshiekh  Economics  
Elias Benkaci  Psychology  
Thomas Gerard Bent  Criminology and Criminal Justice  
Emma Benvenuti  Psychology  
Brittany Marie Berg  Psychology, and English  
Alexandru Emanuel Berntz  History  
Marie Wladimir Bertrand  Women’s, Gender and Sexuality Studies  
Summer Cecelia Blume  Communication  
Sierra Daniella Boatwright  Psychology  
Jahzelle Bogus  Political Science  
Dorothy Bolster  Communication  
Nicole M. Boni  Criminology and Criminal Justice  
Marie Dulisca Bourdeau  Human Services  
Sklar Grace Bowman  English  
Amanda L. Boynton  Psychology  
Jamely Shaquira Brache Ortiz  Criminology and Criminal Justice  
Charlotte Francis Bradseil  Psychology  
Michael Chu  French  
Abigail Brady  Anthropology  
Giana Rose Brandolini  Psychology  
Madelynn Rose-Marie Braverman  Psychology  
Brooke Brazao  Criminology and Criminal Justice  
Yorsalem Brhane  Political Science  
Eloise Margaret Bridgers  Philosophy  
Sean Michael Broderick  English  
Shukriyah Safiyah Brown-Rock  Human Services  
Madison Brun  Art  
Emily Buckhalter  Psychology  
Carmen Abigail Buckley  Economics  
Alexander Patrick Bugbee  Psychology  
Ryan Bulger  Psychology  
Amanda K. Burke  English  
Slade Christopher Curtiss Burke  History  
Lia Marie Burrys  Economics  
Rose Marie Burrows  Classical Studies  
Cheyenne Burt  English  
Michael Patrick Butler  Communication  
Madison Byrom  Psychology  
Paul Francis Calder  English  
Lilyanna Mariel Callahan  Economics, and Psychology  
Sofia Luz Calvo-Palavicini  History  
Lucy Jeane Camarara  History  
Benjamin Dunn Campbell  History  
Shannon Kamehaikana Shayne Cantan  Psychology  
Elica Cantu  Criminology and Criminal Justice  
Domenic Cerulli Capossela  Psychology  
Seila B. Cardoso  Psychology  
Isabella Rose Carey  Communication  
Marianna Sofia Carey  History, and Economics  
Honors College  
Maria Gabriela Cavalcanti Carlos  Communication, and International Relations  
Tyler Joseph Carmody  Anthropology  
Daniel James Caron  Psychology  
Thomas F. Carroll  English, and History  
Brice Carson  Psychology, and English  
Parker Upshur Carter  History  
Jean Kerry Celestin  Political Science  
Michael Gerardo Cepeda  Criminology and Criminal Justice  
Jose Adicson Chacon Rodriguez  Criminology and Criminal Justice, and Psychology  
Carmellette Chamblin  Africana Studies  
Honson Chan  Music, and History  
Chloe Li Ann Chang  Communication  
Ya’tzu Chang  Psychology  
Kayla Chao  Communication  
Charles J. Chapman  Criminology and Criminal Justice  
Stephanie Elise Chapman  History  
Akeema Kwani Charles  Social Psychology  
Annabelle Chloe Charles  Communication  
Shkasahah Charles  Economics  
Kevin- Ray Charlot  Communication  
Robert F. Charlton III  Psychology  
Derek J. Chaves  Economics  
Louis Mwandari Chege-Thugi  International Relations  
Chia-Chieh Chen  Communication  
Hao Chen  Economics  
Zhikang Chen  Economics  
Amelie Joy Chernoch  Art  
Honors College  
Jennifer Lelia Cheung  Psychology  
Anthony Joseph Chiappini  Political Science  
Tatianah Agatha Allison Christian  Communication  
Julia Si-Yan Chu  Theatre Arts  
Chansivandeth Andy Chum  Economics  
Ciara Cisneros  Communication  
Dulce Maria Cisneros  Criminology and Criminal Justice, and Women’s, Gender and Sexuality Studies  
Honors College  
Lin Mary Q. Clancy  Women’s, Gender and Sexuality Studies  
Christen Leigh Clapper  Anthropology  
Annalee Rhea Clough  Music  
Ashley Grace Coady  Criminology and Criminal Justice, and Psychology  
Patrick Colburn  History  
Yamile Melodia Colon-Corporan  Human Services  
Shailey Nicole Concheri  Psychology
Ryan Condrick  English
Meical Monique Constant  Criminology and Criminal Justice
Jeremy J. Conti  Political Science
Driss Adrian Contreras Benyaich  Philosophy
Fiona Erin Conway  Global Affairs
Erin Lindsey Cornelius  English
Pamela Elizabeth Corso  Psychology
Matthew Covelli  Anthropology
Devin Cox  Psychology
Jerrell Andre Cox  Communication
Matthew Anderson Cox  Sociology
Mary-Katherine Craffey  Women's, Gender and Sexual Studies
Caleb Brian Craig  English
Nicole Alice Cranfill  Communication
Sokhna Marie Crespin  International Relations
Bridgeatherine Crowley  Psychology
Caroline Celine Cruz  Psychology
Shadayh Ladayah Cruz  Human Services
Sarangely Altagracia Cuello Brens  English
Charles Edmund Cunningham  History
Adelia Maria-Lopes Da Silva  Women's, Gender and Sexual Studies
Renata Da Silva  Psychology
Khanh Truyen Dam  English
Julia Dangora  Criminology and Criminal Justice
Serina Danh  Asian Studies
Lara Maria Dantas  Psychology
Bendu Somo David  Women's, Gender and Sexual Studies, and Psychology
Cailyn Kelly Davies  English
Honors College
Noa Kai Davies  Criminology and Criminal Justice
Cassandra Davis  English
Jasmine Mariah Davis  Sociology
Kyrah Davis  Political Science
Nicholas Richard Davis  Art
Ahmed Ziad Daw  Economics
Andressa da Almeida Ferreira  English
Alice de Castro  International Relations
Jeneci R. De Leon  Political Science
Susan Evonne De Leon Pais  Women's, Gender and Sexual Studies
Joel De Los Santos Rodriguez  Sociology
Walter De Pina  Criminology and Criminal Justice
Daniel B. Dealy  Criminality and Criminal Justice
Allyson Dean  International Relations, and Latin American and Iberian Studies
Lucas Spinelli DeCarvalho  Criminology and Criminal Justice, and Sociology
Savanna Lee Deering  Psychology, and Women's, Gender and Sexual Studies
Carol Denise Delecomio  Philosophy
Ediane Paula da Silva Delfino  Psychology
Kenzie Alexandra DeMee  Psychology
Justina Demetry  English
Jiarmani Depena  Communication
Alia Xavier Depina  Psychology
Nalani Briana Depina  English
Bianca Lourdes Deras  Psychology
Ethan Russel Derouin  English
Gary Evelt Desir  Psychology
Almalinda Diaz  Social Psychology
Dayven Diaz  Economics
Jason A. Diaz  Political Science
Katherine B. Diaz  Psychology, and Sociology
Danielle Celeste DiCenzo  Psychology
Catherine Jane Dickenson  Anthropology
Daniel Dinh  English
Joseph Steven DiPersio  Communication
Josmeidy Adriana Dipre-Luciano  Psychology
Nertila Disha  Political Science
Anees Djaafri  Psychology
Abdelmoumene Djelloul  French
Brenda K. D’Leon D’Oliveira  Criminology and Criminal Justice
Kemal Dogru  International Relations
Robert Charles Doherty  Criminology and Criminal Justice, and Philosophy and Public Policy
George Atenka Domotey  Criminology and Criminal Justice
Stephanie Lee Donalds  Women’s, Gender and Sexuality Studies
William E. Doncaster  Art
Giovanni Siriu Dorvil  Psychology
Myriam Dos Santos  Psychology
Idalina S. Dosouto  Human Services
Denzel Lamar Douglass  Psychology
Keira Lynn Driscoll  Psychology
Olivia Nathalie Dubuisson  Art
Staphaella Dubuisson  Psychology
Kenny Duc  Criminology and Criminal Justice
Gregory Scott DuMont  Political Science
McKayla Dunn  Criminology and Criminal Justice
Daniel P. Durkin  Economics
Robin D’Arcey Dwyer  Art
Nadia Simone Edmondson  Sociology
Dariya Edwards  Psychology
Edith Margaret Edwards  Criminology and Criminal Justice
Grace M. Ejiwale  Political Science
Jasmine Han El-Shurafa  Theatre Arts
Nadeen Hossam El-Zeftawy  Psychology
Joseph Emello  Economics
Bryan Alexander Eraso  Political Science
Giselle Erazo  Criminality and Criminal Justice
Haley Nicole Erickson  Communication
Jalen Robert Esteve  English
Joel Estremera  English
Rachel Diane Hatfield Eudaly  Sociology
Madison Marie Evans  Art
Manuela D. Evans  Communication
Susan Anthony Everidge  Political Science, and Criminology and Criminal Justice
Daniel Louis Fabrizio  History
Frances Marianne Fadrigalan  Psychology
Noa Shaindel Mann Falk  Psychology
Oumou Fall  Ethical, Social and Political Philosophy
Patrick Joseph Fanning  Political Science
Enrico Farago  Human Services
Hawa Mohiadian Farah  Psychology
Dacey Farrell  Human Services
Bethel Fasil  Global Affairs
Julia Agnes Feeny  Psychology
James Feller  International Relations
Vincent Feng  Art
Nalissa Karinna Fernandes  Human Services
Rehanna Lissette Fernandes Nunez  English
Javier Fernandez  Psychology
Brendan Shawn Ferrari  Criminality and Criminal Justice
Matthew Jose Figueiredo  History
Henessis A. Figueroa  Criminology and Criminal Justice
Ryan Michael Fioretti  English
Thomas Fitzgerald  English
Harken Fleuring  Psychology
Paige Joslyn Flint  Sociology
Bridget Flynn  Psychology
Rory Flynn  Psychology
Michelle Fong  Criminality and Criminal Justice
Bazhan Hiwa Kamal  Psychology
Kairo Rose Keenan  Political Science
Gerald Patrick Kehoe  Economics
Cameron William Kelly  History
James Kelly  Global Affairs
Meaghan Lee Kertanis  Psychology
Ariadne Judith Key  English
Youssef Khamis  Economics
Marzana Khatun  Economics
Jessica Farid Khouri  Psychology
Abdullah Khurram  Economics
Tanya chebet Kibiy  Anthropology
Jordan Kierman  Criminology and Criminal Justice
Krishna Hasa Kilani  Psychology
Timothy Michael Kiley  Criminology and Criminal Justice
Mikael L. Killian  Political Science, and Philosophy
Caroline Kim  Women's, Gender and Sexuality Studies
Charlotte Kim  Philosophy
Ye Eun Kim  International Relations
Nicole Adele King-Coppin  Criminology and Criminal Justice
Isabella Rose Kirk  Criminology and Criminal Justice, and Psychology
Olga Kosinski  Psychology
Sheaden Celeste Kreiter  Communication
Aashish Krishna  Economics
Katharine Kruysman  Global Affairs
Muhammed Serdar Kurtulmus  Economics
Seunglu Kwak  Sociology
Dohyung Kwon  Psychology
Livia Elizabeth LaCava  Anthropology
Tracey Laguerre  Criminology and Criminal Justice, and Women's, Gender and Sexuality Studies
Joanna Y. Lam  Communication, and Economics
Honors College
Hawraa Lami  Psychology
Catherine Susan Lamond  Psychology
Zachary Stephen Lamoureux  Economics
Vanessa Landaverde  Psychology
Xena Gabriela Lander  Global Affairs
Michael DeXavier Larkin  English
Marissa Imani LaSalle  Economics
Megan Bailey Latini  Criminology and Criminal Justice, and Psychology
Amanda Dorothy Lawrence  Political Science
Logan Lawrence  Criminology and Criminal Justice
Bryana Le  Economics
Danny Le  Psychology
Kenny Le  Art
Peter Minh Le  Criminology and Criminal Justice
Stephanie Le  Criminology and Criminal Justice
Toan Khanh Le  Economics
James Francis Leavitt  Criminology and Criminal Justice
Lucas Augustus Leavitt  Communication
Robert William LeBron  Political Science
Honors College
Seihee Lee  Psychology
Louhelaine Legros  Human Services
Lek In Lei  Music
Darlin Abigail Lemus  Criminology and Criminal Justice
Limaira Leon  Human Services
Starleny Lise Leon  English
Matthew Kyle Leppo  Criminology and Criminal Justice
Myesha Lewis  Psychology, and Criminology and Criminal Justice
Petagay Ruthann Lewis  Psychology
Hanyu Li  Economics
Kae Li  English
Taylor Bella Liang  Communication
Macayla Libby  Psychology
Samantha Ashley Lima  Communication
Dingnan Lin  Art
John Matthew Lindner  International Relations
Kai Lucien Livingstone  English, and Women's, Gender and Sexuality Studies
John Lloyddaly  Art
Michael Longo  Criminology and Criminal Justice
Denisse Lopez  Criminology and Criminal Justice
Vinell Lucien  Sociology
Sherry Lyna  Psychology
Yibai Luo  Communication
Maryellen Lyman  Anthropology
Emily Sophia Lynch  Criminology and Criminal Justice
Jingqi Ma  Communication
Hannah MacDougall  Communication
Kasey Drew MacGowan  Communication
Erin Patrice Mackie  Criminology and Criminal Justice
Lilliana Francesca Maganzini  Psychology
Mikell Mahan  Psychology
Curtis Mai  Political Science
Destiny Hope Maïland  Criminology and Criminal Justice
Benjamin Matthew Malone  Sociology
Honors College
Sundyta Soctyrot Maa  Psychology
Karla Josephine Mambio  Sociology
Maria Gabriela Mariano Rodrigues  Criminology and Criminal Justice
Catherine Marlenes Marmolejos King  Psychology
Nicholas Marshall  Criminology and Criminal Justice
Ivan Sebastien Martel  Criminology and Criminal Justice
Ianna Adelaida Martignetti  Economics
Alicia Martinez  Psychology
Cotey Joseph Martinez  History
Jasmine Martinez  Criminology and Criminal Justice
Nayely Tahiry Martinez  Psychology
Jillian Irene Mastro  Communication
Aline Oliveira Matos  Criminology and Criminal Justice, and Psychology
Claudia Esmeralis Matos  Psychology
Melanie Matossian  Sociology
Liliane Antoine Matta  Psychology
Abdellah Mazouzi  Communication
Makenna McClurgen  Psychology
Amanda R. McBride  Psychology
Mark Anthony McCalman  Psychology
Kyle McDonagh  Criminology and Criminal Justice
Emma Noel McElney  Psychology
Jermiono McFadden  English
Meaghan Elizabeth McGee  Psychology
Celeste G. McGinty  Psychology
Nayely Tahiry Martinez  Psychology
Kasey Drew McGowan  Communication
Erica McIntosh  Psychology
Connor John McIntyre  English
Patrick James McNamara  Communication
Jason Butch McCneay  English
Kate Meomartino  Global Affairs
Edsana Mendes Ferreira Semedo  Psychology
Emmanuel Mendez  Music
Alexandria Soleil Mercado Music
Mark Milad Merhej Economics
Lesly Daniela Merino Communication
Siân Stephanie Michaels Anthropology
Honors College
Ilya Mikhailov International Relations
Amber Milch Social Psychology
Adam Kenneth Miller Criminology and Criminal Justice
Eleni Minias Asian Studies
Edgar Miranda English
Jacqueline V. Miranda Women’s, Gender and Sexuality Studies
Jessica Miranda Communication
Kamila Mürdümalova Art
Amanda Misch Psychology
Georgio Mitri Criminology and Criminal Justice
Mohamed Mohamed Economics
Omar Mohamed Communication
Maryam Mohamud Psychology
Sara Marie Molner Philosophy and Public Policy
Anita Miranda Monteiro Psychology
Jeflanie Cardoso Monteiro Psychology
Jocela Fernandes Monteiro Communication
Megane Roussy Montes Human Services
Yamilex Montufar Social Psychology
Shanayshah Moore Psychology
Sydney Marianna Moos International Relations
Honors College
Monica Alejandra Morales Psychology
Siara Morel-Ortiz English
Madison Helen Morgan Psychology
Joseph Morisset Psychology, and Criminology and Criminal Justice
Ryan Matthew Moroney English
Caroline Mortell Criminology and Criminal Justice, and Psychology
Riley Elizabeth Moses Criminology and Criminal Justice
Kiwan Jamal Mosley English
Heather Ann Mulkerrin English
James Mullaney Economics
Miranda Mullen Psychology
John Arthur Mulry Criminology and Criminal Justice
Donna Marie Mulvey Psychology
Hunter Murphy Art
Judith Mweli International Relations
Isabella Rita Nadeau Criminology and Criminal Justice
Honors College
Vance Natal Political Science
Bohyun Nam Economics
Andrea Nanco Gonzalez Sociology
Shourya N. Nandarajag Economics
Abigail Hannah Mei Nelson Communication
Valentina Nevarex Psychology
John Patrick Newsham Music
Allan Mwangi Nagaruya Communication
Quang Thai Ngo Theatre Arts
Anh Nguyen Social Psychology
Jackson Nguyen Philosophy
Marien Olivia Nickerson Sociology, and Women’s, Gender and Sexuality Studies
Keira Elizabeth Niestas Communication
Benjamin Niles Economics
Logan Anthony Nowicki Art
Troy Nudel Anthropology
Anthony Edward Ochoa Fader Anthropology
Ciara O’Connor Psychology, and Criminology and Criminal Justice
Ngozi Odimegwu Criminology and Criminal Justice
Kasey Elizabeth O’Mahony Psychology
Erin M. O’Neill Psychology
Claire Elizabeth O’Neill Psychology
Amwuli Valentine Oputa English
Yvette Itohan Oriakhi Criminology and Criminal Justice
Sarah Josephine Orsinger Anthropology
Torie Aliyah O’Toole Philosophy and Public Policy
Shaohang Ou Psychology
Anthony Mithiga Owuor International Relations, and Economics
Daman Janay Page English
Pearl Pakakrong Communication
Allison Marie Palmerin Psychology
David John Pang Sociology
Marina Pantazopoulos Psychology
Rochelle Marie Paquette Human Services
Kristina Elizabeth Parenti Criminology and Criminal Justice
Ameera Raja Parham Anthropology
Emmanuella Paris Criminology and Criminal Justice
Jevon J. Parrish Criminology and Criminal Justice
Jeffrey Brice Pascal Criminology and Criminal Justice
Giannella Pasquariello Communication
Leah Patel Criminology and Criminal Justice
Dominique R. Paulino Psychology
Danielle Ashley Pearson Criminology and Criminal Justice
Alexander Hyotte Pease Political Science
Lisa Marie Pepen Psychology
Ana Sofia Perez Psychology
Jeanette Perez Criminology and Criminal Justice
Jose Isaías Perez Psychology
Josue Perez Political Science
Kaily Juliana Perez Art
Jaslin Perez Monterroso Criminology and Criminal Justice, and Psychology
Isabella Reina Perez-Alvarez Psychology
Rheanna Floyshia Perrin Economics
Anyaa Gloria Peters English
Emma Rachelle Peterson Psychology
Hang Thi Nhu Pham Semancik Sociology
Tyler Phan Anthropology
Caley Brianna Phillips Psychology
Raegan J. Phillips Criminology and Criminal Justice, and Women’s, Gender and Sexuality Studies
Ketlyn Picinin Music Criminology and Criminal Justice, and Sociology
Mathew Robert Pieroway Criminology and Criminal Justice
Lori Schamma Pierrette Economics
Janelys Pimentel Psychology
Genesis Carmen Pina Baex Human Services
Neha Ramesh Psychology
Sabrina S. Pinto Philosophy and Public Policy
Rosilda Pires Sociology
Mackenzie Alison Pittitieri Women’s, Gender and Sexuality Studies
Honors College
Javier J. Plaza Jr. Global Affairs
Sarah Ann Podolske Psychology
Roshad Xavier Poindijour Communication
Alexander Popescu Political Science
Anastasija Popkova Psychology
Nevon Kenze Porter Music
Angelina Malia Portillo Auth Communication
Michael Camron Powell Criminology and Criminal Justice
Chaunte Marie Powell Boyd Criminology and Criminal Justice
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Sarah Ann Powers  Political Science
Ilda Prifi  Global Affairs
Michel Proano  Global Affairs
Fatima Michelle Prudencio Lopez  Psychology
James Purcell  Economics
Adam Qaddouri  Criminology and Criminal Justice, and Psychology
Alexander Joseph Quadros  English
Honors College
Amrudin Qutubzad  International Relations, and Political Science
Brian Ernesto Ramirez  Criminology and Criminal Justice
Katherine Emily Ramirez  Political Science
Maria Del Carmen Ramirez Psychology
Alejandra Jade Ramos  Criminology and Criminal Justice
Jasymynne Elleny Ramos  Psychology
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Ramsey  Communication
Anthony Ranaldi  Sociology
Olivia Caterina Raneri  Theatre Arts
Sarah Elizabeth Reardon  Communication
Basant Refaey  Psychology
Savannah Rita Register  Social Psychology
Jude Daniel Registre  Theatre Arts
Dyovelis Reinoso  Criminology and Criminal Justice
Zachary Remy  History
Soraya Reyes  Criminology and Criminal Justice
Estrellita Joanne Reyes-Contreras  History
Tyler Reynolds  Economics
Hassan Sherif Riad  Economics
Felicia Madison Rice  Psychology
Aaron Scott Richardson  Criminology and Criminal Justice
Emma Nichole Richardson  Psychology
David S. Richmond  English, and Classical Languages
Anthony Rieves  English
Isak Justin Ring  Art
Brynn R. Riorden  English
Michelle Rios-Moreira  English
Hannah Lynn Risacher  English
Elijah Jorge Rivera  Communication
Jade Chrystal Lena Rivera  Psychology
Kristiana Jean Rivera  Communication
Valerie Rivera  Asian Studies
Elizabeth Roa Martinez  Psychology
Valerie Rivera  Asian Studies
Alana Carita Diana Roach  Criminology and Criminal Justice, and Psychology
Jamie Kathryn Roballo  Psychology
Honors College
Brendan Roberts  History
Jacob Howard Robin  Communication
Matthew Robinson  International Relations, and Criminology and Criminal Justice
Skylar Dawn Robles  English
Lybille Rocher  International Relations
Kara Rock  Sociology
Kevin Rodas  Psychology
Katia Roditti  Political Science
Jesus Octavio Rodriguez  Criminology and Criminal Justice
Joseph Raul Rodriguez  Music
Osiris Rodriguez  Criminology and Criminal Justice
Margoth Yareli Rodriguez Zamora  Psychology
Piper Rolfe  Political Science
Nikki Marie Roman  Psychology
Regina Maria Romany Heytiger  Political Science
Valentina Romero  Anthropology
Cristian Arnoldo Romero Aleman  Criminology and Criminal Justice
Madison Lynn Rose  Communication
Stefline Rosemond  English, and Communication
Veronica May Rosenblatt  Criminology and Criminal Justice
Molly Colette Ross  Sociology
Oliver Rossey  Asian Studies
Samantha Ewa Roszczenko  Political Science, and Philosophy and Public Policy
Honors College
Samira Christelle Rouba  International Relations, and Criminal Justice
Charles F. Roulet  International Relations, and Political Science
John Willine Rousseau  Theatre Arts
Madison Quinn Rowe  Psychology
Lauren E. Rowlette  Psychology
Janille Abbie-Gaye Roye  Criminology and Criminal Justice
Gia Rudolph-Savarese  Psychology, and Sociology
Hannah Jo Rue  Psychology
Luis Piero Rueda-Escalante  Economics
Bacari Ruff  Communication
Jasmine Tafadzwa Ruffen  English
Honors College
Emily L. Russell  English
Lucinda Russell  Anthropology
Rebecca Ryan  Anthropology
Bobbie Nagela Saint Juste  Psychology
Jessica Ruth Saint-Jean  Psychology
Valeryn Salcedo  Sociology
Valeria Saldarriaga  Sociology, and Criminal Justice
Harun Hussein Samatar  Economics
Callum Kurt Samowski  Psychology
Sabrina Sampaio  Criminology and Criminal Justice
Madeline Sanabria  Human Services
Juan Carlos Sanchez  Communication
Elizabeth Santos  Psychology
Gianna Hannah Santos  Criminology and Criminal Justice
Katrina Anne Sanville  English
Farrah Barker  Psychology
Gina Isabella Sasso  Communication
Cheyanne Louise Saucer  Criminology and Criminal Justice
Kianna Marie Savage  Psychology
Aly Savane  Global Affairs
Jacob Matthew Schaefer  Sociology
Lily Belle Scheipers  Communication
Paul Marek Schertzer  International Relations
Joseph Schianodicola  Psychology
Nicholas William Schiavo  Political Science
Miguel David Schoonover Duran  Political Science, and International Relations
Nicholas Schultz  Criminology and Criminal Justice
Richard Michael Schur  Psychology
Joel Semere  History
Sarah Noor Sendian  English
Monica A. Servellon Serrano  Criminology and Criminal Justice
Malika I. Shaikh  Criminology and Criminal Justice
Helena J. Shampine  Psychology
Daniel Sajan Sharma  Psychology
Megan M. Shaw  Psychology
John Shea  Economics
Victoria Jean Shea  Communication
Irene Elizabeth Sheehan  Psychology
Nicole Sheely  Psychology
Kaya Shorr  Anthropology
Julia Shumkina  Communication
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Leticia Sidney  Art
Sharon Duncan Silayo  Economics
Barbara Oliveira Silva  Communication, and International Relations
Isabella Luci Silveira De Toni  Psychology, and International Relations
Marie Francesca C. Simplice  Psychology
Taisa Deandjia Sims  English
Karanbir Singh  Criminology and Criminal Justice
Antony Christopher Smith  Psychology
Ashley Miranda Smith  Communication
Micah Jon Smith  Psychology
Destiny Ariana Smith-Matta  Communication
Britney Lee Soares  Music
Maria Soares  Criminology and Criminal Justice
Christopher Joseph Solano  International Relations
Nercy Deliz Solano Ramirez  Psychology
Karla Alicia Solito  Political Science
Honors College
Yusuf Solomon  Political Science
Tanairi Sorrentini  English
Gideon Nicholas Spikes  Economics
Samantha Renae Spisak  English
John Kevin St. Cyr  Communication
Julianna Stanshil  Psychology
Jillian Steever  History
Honors College
Nathaniel Martin Louis Steitz  English
Melody Mutlu Stelmaszek  Psychology
Josee Stephen  Criminology and Criminal Justice
Samuel Ewan Fitzroy Stephens  Africana Studies
Jennifer Maria Stone  English
Alexandra Suarez  Sociology
Sara Sulaj  Economics
Melina Victoria Sullivan  Sociology
Nora Elizabeth Sullivan  Music
Nick Sun  Political Science, and Criminology and Criminal Justice
Elvita Swain  Sociology
Ariya Syed  Criminology and Criminal Justice
Zarifa Syed  Economics
Rebecca Danielle Sylvestre  Psychology
Risi Tabaku  Sociology
Angelina Christina Tannato  Psychology
Evelyn T. Tarayan  Communication
Eliana Fernanda Tavares  Psychology
Nikolas Tyrel Taylor  Communication
Ashley Tejada  Criminology and Criminal Justice
Elaine Jarisbel Tejada Perez  Criminology and Criminal Justice, and International Relations
Hisen Teker  Psychology
Stephany Thach  Psychology
Tori Nicole Thompson  Criminology and Criminal Justice, and Psychology
Jaala Nicole Timas  Psychology
Matthew Robert Timerio  Economics
Brendan Michael Toland  Criminology and Criminal Justice
Monique Tolbert  Criminology and Criminal Justice
Jared Silva Tow  Criminology and Criminal Justice
Jennifer Kim Tran  Sociology
Jennifer Ngocduyen Tran  Criminology and Criminal Justice
Patrick Tran  Economics
Livia Trinidad  Psychology
Felix Trinidad  Criminology and Criminal Justice
Camila Alejandro Troncoso Sanchez  Criminology and Criminal Justice
Timothy Cong Truong  English
Honors College
Christina Tsui  Art, and Communication
Tyrik Turner  Psychology
Lydia Virginia Uhal  English
Joseph Max Urquiola  International Relations
Lilith Vaillette  Theatre Arts
Eda Alondra Valdez  Psychology
Margo Valentine  History
Melissa Vallejo  Criminology and Criminal Justice
Elijah Marshall VanderMel  Political Science
Stephanny Diniz Vargas  Criminology and Criminal Justice, and International Relations
Devin Lindsey Veilleux  English
Vylma A. Vejar  Psychology
Christine Alexis Velez  Criminology and Criminal Justice
Elia Emma Velez  Economics
Madison Ann Venezia  Communication
Saniya Verma  Economics
Clayton W. Vessels  Criminology and Criminal Justice
Milenka Vidal Aguiler  Criminology and Criminal Justice
Widnie Vilfort  Psychology
Dimas Misael Villanueva Lluberes  Political Science
Jason Micky Vo  History, and Anthropology
Kaitlyn Noel von Ehrenkrook  International Relations, and Criminal Justice
Honors College
Mritihyunjay Amrith Vyilparambil  Psychology
Javid Arthur Waldron  Theatre Arts
Melvyn Xavier Walker  Communication
Sara Marie Wallscetti  English
Anthony Patrick Walsh  Political Science, and Communication
Nic George Walsh  Music
Sarah Viktoria Waltz  Criminology and Criminal Justice, and Psychology
Abigail Celeste Wandless  International Relations
Honors College
Ao Wang  Global Affairs
Dong Wang  Asian Studies
Falli Wang  Criminology and Criminal Justice
Hao Wang  Economics
Yu Wang  Classical Studies
Yuhao Wang  Economics
Zaloni M. Watson  Human Services
Elyse C. Weatherup  Communication
Jeremy Blaise Weaver  English
Yuyang Wei  Economics
Tyesda West  Human Services
Kaley Danielle Whipkey  Criminology and Criminal Justice
Honors College
Delanie Jean White  English
Catherine Cecilia Whitlock  Communication, and Art
Demani Williams  Women’s, Gender and Sexuality Studies
Gzane Williams  Criminology and Criminal Justice
Ishman Jabril Williams III  Africana Studies
Kaya Simone Willingham  Psychology, and Sociology
Noah Thomas Willson  History
Evan Witherby  Sociology
Andrew Mark Witkowski  Political Science, and History
Scott Zi Han Wong  Communication
Deniece Renae Woodward  Music
Amani Woods  Psychology
Renee Woodstock  Criminology and Criminal Justice
Natalie Wright  Human Services
Michael Xhaaf  Criminology and Criminal Justice
Longsheng Xu  Economics
Yalun Ye  Psychology
Zimao Ye  Economics
Hatydzha Muradovna Yelliyeva  Communication
John Yi  Psychology
Paige Semmia Young  Psychology
Pedro Youssuf  Art
Jing Yuan  Economics
Ummil-Khair Yusuf  Africana Studies
Gabriella Julia Zanelli  Psychology

James H. Zeller  History
Youyang Zeng  Economics
Peng Zheng  Economics
Yawen Zheng  Economics
Hui X. Zhong  English
Wen Wei Zhou  Music
Asja Louise Zoledziewski  Criminology and Criminal Justice
Maeve Lerner  Women's, Gender and Sexuality Studies
Melissa Zuluaga Gutierrez  Psychology

Bachelor of Science
Sama Abu-Hasan  Psychology - Honors College
Theodore Benjamin Adams  Psychology
Sharmin Ahmed  Psychology
Aaliyah Mendez Alfama  Psychology
Ceide Sarai Alvarado  Psychology
Donna Louise Anderson  Psychology
Antony Mateo Arango  Psychology, and Biology
Christina Besong  Psychology
Hannah Katherine Biebl  Psychology
Chidzie Jayden Brendan  Psychology
Chinedum Jayden Brendan  Psychology
Kieran Michael Browne  Psychology
Diana Callejas  Psychology
Kyle Gardner Black  Psychology
Preeya James Carmody  Psychology
Isabelle Vidal Coimbra  Psychology
Miajah Colon  Psychology
Eamon Connolly  Psychology
Monica Victoria Dziminski  Psychology, and Criminology and Criminal Justice
Nildaliz Enamorado-Rodriguez  Psychology
Errol Vivian Folkes, Jr.  Psychology
Sophie Germain  Psychology
Ilhan Hassan  Psychology
Nansi A. Hernandez  Psychology
Abbriss Faye Hottel  Psychology
Angel Johnson  Psychology
Ridhikasri Kannapann  Psychology

Zarwah Kanwal  Psychology - Honors College
Josyane Teixeira Luiz  Psychology
Vianna T. Mach  Psychology
Hamza Mahmood  Psychology
Patrick McCoy  Psychology
Jared John McDonough  Psychology
Miriam Naidjate  Psychology
Monica Nakasi Kimuli  Psychology
Keneisha Shonese Newton  Psychology
Kailiee Nunez  Psychology
Jaelene Ortiz  Psychology
Saadya Moya Raymond  Psychology
Mary Grace Reilly  Psychology
Maureen Renelen  Psychology
Sofia Blaneliz Robles Perez  Psychology
Kalina Johanna Sealey  Psychology
Karuna Sharma  Psychology
Phoebe Shaw  Psychology
Raphaela Rigo Silva  Psychology
Alana Nyah Thibodeaux  Psychology
Paola Marie Valdez Lantigua  Psychology
Shweta Vasudevan  Psychology, and Criminology and Criminal Justice
Ritika Manoj Wadekar  Psychology
Genelle Walker  Psychology
Brianne Welch  Psychology
Leanna C. Wilson  Psychology

College of Management

Bachelor of Science
Abdisalaan Khalif Aadan  Management
Jakai Kevin Adams  Management
Adeyemi Adesina  Management
Beverly Adonis  Management
Connor James Agnew  Management
Andrew Aguilar  Management
Joshua Agyeman  Information Technology
Ahmed L. Ahmed  Information Technology
Jack Ahou  Management
Griselda Ajdini  Management
Sanan Al-Attal  Management
Djimica Alcin  Management
Mustafa Idrees Allawala  Management
Ali Alguzweeni  Management
Charleen Nicole Amisial  Management
Ismael Ibrahim Ammar  Management
Adiel Sharon Amos  Management

Louis Miguel Arriaza Erazo  Information Technology
Roman Arutyunyan  Management
Isaura Owendi Ateku  Information Technology
Ahsan Awan  Management
Sharon Nkieribe Baba  Management
Brandon Samuel Bagalue  Management
Edward Matthew Baldwin  Management
Ajay Khemraj Balram  Management
Seyni Wesley Bamba, Sr.  Management
Tamiris Cristina Baptista Lima  Management
Gabriela Barrero Perez  Management
Lidia Barros  Management
Kevin Michael Bartel  Management
Sabita Bastola  Management
Timothy Andrew Beatty  Information Technology
Rima Begum  Management
Jaryd Christopher Benson  Management
Aidan Christopher Blake  Management
Victoriya Irene Blyth-Wilk  Management
Brandon M. Booth  Management
Owen Joseph Bourdow  Management
Jacob Bradbury  Management
College of Science and Mathematics

Bachelor of Arts

- Brian O. Akukwe  Computer Science
- William Chow Bakalis  Computer Science
- Honors College
- Thuylten Chu  Computer Science
- Allen Dai  Computer Science
- Dov Yehuda Ellenbogen  Mathematics
- Gabriel Etim  Computer Science
- Branden P. Favre  Computer Science
- Emily Yulan Garufi  Mathematics
- Jonathan Gibson  Computer Science
- Meiyi Huang  Mathematics
- Long Phi Huynh  Computer Science
- Meyril Maria Aldea Jurado  Physics
- Khusbhu Kapadia  Computer Science
- Sam Eli Kellman-Wanzer  Computer Science
- Tiffany E. Kerr  Mathematics
- Stephen Kim  Computer Science
- Xin Li  Computer Science
- Yixin Li  Computer Science
- Zihao Li  Computer Science
- Wancheng Lin  Computer Science
- Livia Lu  Computer Science
- Christian Efrain Madrid  Mathematics
- Inal Mashukov  Mathematics
- Mohamed Abizher Mohamed  Computer Science
- Michael M. Nee  Mathematics
- Brian Nguyen  Computer Science
- Joseph Nguyen  Computer Science
- Allyson Andrea Ochoa  Computer Science
- Mohammad Riafi  Computer Science
- Abejo Jean Claude Rwakabuba  Computer Science
- George Sina  Computer Science
- Jaden Kadar Sun  Computer Science
- Dogmawri T. Tamrat  Computer Science
- Zachary Martino Trainor  Computer Science
- Dagnawo Abey  Computer Science
- Sri Sai Manjunadh Valluru  Computer Science
- Gabriel Vivus  Computer Science
- Honors College
- Zechong Yan  Computer Science
Bachelor of Science

Farihya Abdi  Biology
Dayanara Abreu Nunez  Biology
Nayelie Del Mar Acevedo Torres  Biology
Frances Adrian Adhamidhi  Biology
Juliana Adolphe  Biology
   Honors College
Waliyat Adubukola Afolabi  Computer Science
Neha Agarwal  Computer Science
Oghosa Agbo  Information Technology
Anisa Ahmed  Biology
Christopher Dylan Aimable  Biology
Isaac Akinfenwa  Information Technology
Bergeona Alcin  Biology
Karina Alejos  Biology
Omar Aliyev  Information Technology
Bilal Alkehed  Information Technology
Assia Abdelkareem Almomani  Biology
Abdulazeez Saad Al-Shammari  Biology
Ameer Adel Alshrafi  Biology
Raudh Al-Naimi  Biology
Valentina Alvarez  Information Technology
Rouaa Alwaz  Biology
   Honors College
Charles A. Amato  Biology
Colin Anderson  Computer Science, and
   Mathematics
Richard Colin Andrews  Biology
Tenzing D. Andrugtsang  Biology
Jerry Anescar, Sr.  Biology
Guanhua Ao  Information Technology
Andre Araya  Computer Science
Elvi Nineth Arias  Biology
   Honors College
Jayden Jose Arroyo  Biology
Robert Charles Arsenault  Computer Engineering
Anas Adnan Asha  Electrical Engineering
Jelina M. Ashetkuemun  Biology
Ashley Augustin  Biology
Joanne G. Badran  Biology
Salvador Baez  Computer Engineering
Sydney Lillian Bailey  Biology
   Honors College
Zheen Balata  Biology
Asstou Bance  Information Technology
Camille Leevian Aranas Baptiste  Computer Engineering
   Honors College
Sergio Barro-Ojeda  Computer Science
Oriana O. Barros  Biology
Lina Batarseh  Information Technology
Rossy Bello  Biology
Salma Mariam Beramdane  Biology
Hari Biji  Biology
Tsegereda Bisrat  Computer Science
Christian Omar Boada  Biology
Alex Boaeteng  Biology
Andrey Alexander Boguslavsky  Biology
Veisha Ann Bordenave  Biology
Taous Boughari  Information Technology
Dominique Boule  Information Technology
Emma Boulos Daoud  Biology
Paige Boynton  Computer Science
Nathan T. Brilmeier  Computer Science
Daniel Bristow  Biology
Simon Silva Bromander  Information Technology
Cameron Tyler Budrow  Biology
Thi P. Bui  Biochemistry
Cameron Patrick Butler  Chemistry
Madashay Cajuste  Biology, and Criminology and Criminal Justice
Marissa Marie Camillucci  Biology
Bella Hien Cao  Biochemistry
   Thomas Carazas  Biology
   Steven Dodge Carr  Computer Science
   Daniel Adam Carrasco  Information Technology
   Asiris Castillo  Biology
   Christian Noe Castillo  Information Technology
   Rebecca Rose Cawley  Biochemistry
   Brooke Gabrielle Cayting  Biology
   Honors College
   Nicole A. Cayting  Biology
   Honors College
Michael Chambers  Information Technology
Yachu Chang  Biology
Miguel Eduardo Chang Mera  Electrical Engineering
Christina Crystal Charles  Biology
Josue R. Charles  Information Technology
Kin Pon Chau  Computer Science
Bailin Chen  Information Technology
Harvey Garr Chen  Biology
Jingyi Chen  Information Technology
Peng-Lin Chen  Computer Science
Timothy Christopher Chen  Information Technology
Xinhao Chen  Information Technology
Alyssa Jasmine Cheng  Biology, and Psychology
Zion Chilagan  Computer Science
Kamran Amjad Choudhry  Biochemistry
Anthony Chow  Mathematics
Sabrina Ashraf Chowdhury  Biology
Sayeed Chowdhury  Information Technology
Raymond Kyle Christensen  Electrical Engineering
Thomas Coffey  Computer Science
Lucas Peter Correia  Computer Science
Robert Allan Correy  Biology
Reinaldo Saltos Costa  Biology
Kayla Victoria Couto  Biology
Andrea Marie Cristiani  Biology
Marievli Milagros Cruz  Chemistry
Gabriel Sebastian Cubillas, Sr.  Biology
Francys Da Fonseca  Computer Science
Abha Dablah  Information Technology
Madeline Daily  Computer Science
Hind Elafiath Daoud  Biology
Kathleen David  Information Technology
Kay-Ann S. Davis  Biology
Albert De Blas  Computer Science
Gaspar De Hoz Le Gleau  Biology
Abner De Leon  Biology
Amanda De Oliveira  Biology
Rory Aero Delaney  Biology
Haown Deng  Information Technology
Amy Abigail Depaz  Biology
Enerx Derival  Information Technology
Elta Marie Youlie Destin  Biology
Josue R. Diaz  Computer Science
Tishayne Jannerys Diaz Tlurucio  Biology
Xueyu Ding  Biology
Joshua Do  Information Technology
Fernando Dominguez  Biology
Leticia Soares Dos Santos  Biology
Julia Duarte  Biology
Reznat Stanley Dumersaint  Information Technology
Meghan Louise Dunn  Physics
Victoria Duong  Information Technology
Andy Duverneau  Computer Science
Brenda Duverneau  Biology
Emmanuel Ejeuyitchie  Information Technology
Ahmed Hatim Khalid Elamin  Biology
Natanel Elfassy  Mathematics
Pia Joe Pierre Elkhoury  Biology
Reema Elrefaie  Biology
   Honors College
Aser Louissaint  Electrical Engineering
Roseane Luiz  Biology
Rudy Frank Lyo  Information Technology
Victor Ly  Information Technology
Nicholas A. Lynch  Information Technology
Julia Marie MacDonald  Biology
Honors College
Rebecca Cassidy Madden  Biochemistry
Arianna Isabelle Maddox  Biology
Honors College
Sumnaiya Mahee  Biology
Ian David Maher  Chemistry
Moraa Maka  Computer Science
Glenn Manaj  Biology
Sarah Fina De Rodriguez Mardy  Biology
Kayleigh Anne Marinelli  Biology, and Criminology and Criminal Justice
Giancarlos Marte  Computer Science
Edna Guadalupe Martinez  Biology
Alba Martini  Biochemistry
Christy Elichaa Matar  Biology
Clarissa Anne McCarthy  Computer Science
John Mark McCollin  Electrical Engineering
Raymond Mei  Information Technology
Emily Elizabeth Mello  Biology
Honors College
Levi Mendelev  Information Technology
Regina Angela Mendez  Biology
Daugonara Mendoza  Biology
Mayanka Meristal  Biology
Julia Felicia Micozzi  Biology
Honors College
Andrew Miller-Klugman  Biology
Honors College
Khalil Mimouni  Chemistry
Honors College
Rashad Amine Mitchner  Computer Science
Ernesto Moreno  Information Technology
McLys Morinivl  Information Technology
Ameina Melecka Moseley  Biology
Ahmed Moussa  Information Technology
Ethan James Mulcahy  Computer Science
Cole Joseph Murphy  Biochemistry
Liam Zane Murray  Electrical Engineering
Mohamed Muse  Biology
Thierry Mwamba  Information Technology
Vanessa Namirembe  Electrical Engineering
Andrius Petras Narkevicius  Information Technology
Elvis Alessandro Navarro  Information Technology
Caroline Ngo  Biology
Brendan Nguyen  Computer Science
Catherine Phuong Nguyen  Biology
Dustin Nguyen  Information Technology
Katelyn Y-nhi Nguyen  Biology
Ken Hoang Nguyen  Computer Science
Kenneth Nguyen  Computer Engineering
Honors College
Quimay Nguyen  Chemistry
Tin Van Nguyen  Computer Science
Tony Pham Nguyen  Chemistry
Tasneem Noor  Information Technology
Robel Nuraumed  Biology
Roisin Claire O’Keeffe  Biology
Honors College
Samuel Thomas Okon  Information Technology
Vivian Chioma Okoye  Biology
Matthew Cortinhas Oliveira  Information Technology
Sarah Fina De Rodriguez Mardy  Biology
Ramiro DaSilva Oliveira, Jr.  Information Technology
Jon Carlos O’Neil  Computer Science
Chukwunodebem Christopher Onwuchekwa  Computer Engineering
Sara Oriyane Rass  Biology
Camille Rocio Ortiz Cerezo  Biology
Samjhana Pandit  Biology
Keira Bridget Pantazulos  Biology
Gregory Pare  Information Technology
Tanjary Parekh  Biology
Alay Shalieshshai Patel  Physics
Ashmi Prakashbhai Patel  Biology
Dev Patel  Information Technology
Diti Bharatkumar Patel  Biology
Helin Vijaybhai Patel  Information Technology
Khevana Pranavkumar Patel  Biochemistry
Honors College
Meet Rajeshkumar Patel  Information Technology
Prima Patel  Biology
Rishabh Patel  Information Technology
Riya D. Patel  Biology
Shubh Jayesh Patel  Information Technology
Unmitkumar Patel  Computer Science
Vivek Shairer Patel  Electrical Engineering, and Computer Science
Krishny Manoj Patidar  Biology
Ioannis Patsis  Electrical Engineering
Liana Sage Pereira  Biology
Kseniya Perepada  Information Technology
Alexandra Elizabeth Perez  Information Technology
Thomas R. Peterson  Biology
Wilson Petit-Freire  Biology
Cheyenne Louise Petrinio  Biology
Honors College
Nikki Rachana Phach  Computer Science
Ngan Kim Pham  Biochemistry
Vincent Nguyen Pham  Information Technology
Son Phan  Information Technology
David T. Phiri  Biology
Damien Phoenix  Biochemistry, and Classical Studies
Amanda Pinheiro  Biology
Alonso Vicente Pizarro  Computer Science
Edwin Polanco  Information Technology
Emi-Lee Ann Pomplius  Biology
Lesly Annette Portillo  Biology
Cullen Thomas Poth  Chemistry
Honors College
Kenneth Prak  Biology
Anthony Preci  Preci
Najat Qach  Biology
Victor Francisco Quadros  Biology
Claweeas Quetan  Biochemistry
Sebastian Radel  Computer Science
Kimia Rahimi Khojasteh  Mathematics
Supriya Rai  Biology
Rosita Beatriz Ramirez Ventura  Biochemistry
Honors College
Gabriel Ramos  Information Technology
Rachel Ramos  Biology
Bonnie Sofia Ramos Ramos  Biology
Payton Randall  Biology
Pratha Ketan Rawal  Biology
Honors College
Jason Reyes  Information Technology
Sara Abigail Reyes  Biology
Doriane Robasson  Biochemistry
Joyce Rodriguez  Biology
Kelsey M. Rodriguez  Biology
Augustus Benedict Romano  Information Technology
Gabriela Jacinta Romero  Biology
Shadaimely Romero  Biology
Simon Rong  Computer Science
Gabriela Maria Berrido  Exercise and Health Science
Emily Patrice Berthiaume Exercise and Health Science
Lauryn Unique Bethea Exercise and Health Science
Emma Ashley Bonacci Exercise and Health Science
Naeele Ajee Bond Exercise and Health Science
Michelle Alexandra Bonilla Exercise and Health Science
Olivia Valentine Brown Exercise and Health Science
Michelle Ngoc Thao Bui Exercise and Health Science
Jacob Caccio Exercise and Health Science
Aidyn Cadet Exercise and Health Science
Karen Cao Exercise and Health Science
Gabriele Silva Carvalho Exercise and Health Science
Jennie Tran Chau Exercise and Health Science
Marie Clara Chery Exercise and Health Science
Batoul Chouki Exercise and Health Science
Nour Chouki Exercise and Health Science
Ibrahima Cisse Exercise and Health Science
Ava Rina Cooper Exercise and Health Science
Rebecca Marie Cremin Exercise and Health Science
Alyssa Nadina DalBon Exercise and Health Science
Brianna Leigh Danske Exercise and Health Science
Ana E. De Campos Exercise and Health Science
Ariana DeJesus Exercise and Health Science
Jacob William DePass Exercise and Health Science
Cassandra Dereus Exercise and Health Science
Sabrina Desriviere Exercise and Health Science
Tirsiani M. Diaz Santana Exercise and Health Science
Krystal Laura DuPont Exercise and Health Science
Zachary Michael Egan Exercise and Health Science
Qasim Emad El-Ashkar Exercise and Health Science
Madison Lynn Ellsworth Exercise and Health Science
Tashna Fede Exercise and Health Science
Andrew Raymond Feterowski Exercise and Health Science
Guervara Dorcy-Joyceleyka Fleuridor Exercise and Health Science
Amanda Foley Exercise and Health Science
Eishia Gaskins Exercise and Health Science
Vangjel Gjergo Exercise and Health Science
Tiffany Huyah Exercise and Health Science
Rachel E. Jacobs Exercise and Health Science
Cayla C. Jean-Louis Exercise and Health Science
Bianca Jeudi Exercise and Health Science
Emilys Yairis Jimenez Exercise and Health Science
Brandon Phyrun Khath Exercise and Health Science
Tiana Laing Exercise and Health Science
Marly Neissa Larose Exercise and Health Science
Jane Larrabee Exercise and Health Science
John Van Le Exercise and Health Science
Boi Lu Exercise and Health Science
Kela Erika Mardy Exercise and Health Science
Jenna Nicole Martin Exercise and Health Science
Adan Martinez Exercise and Health Science
Abraham Joseph McCormick Exercise and Health Science
Vickae Tilleca McCrea Exercise and Health Science
Jacqueline Milian Exercise and Health Science
Sagul Mohamed Exercise and Health Science
Saida Abdulkadir Mohamed Exercise and Health Science
Olivia Gale Monteiro Exercise and Health Science
BaoKevin Gia Ton Ngo Exercise and Health Science
Christine Nguyen Exercise and Health Science
Jordan Daklak Nguyen Exercise and Health Science
Trinh Nguyen Exercise and Health Science
Adela Juliet Olatunji Exercise and Health Science
Melissa Paul Exercise and Health Science
Ciflali Pena Exercise and Health Science
Noah Christian Piazza Exercise and Health Science
Diane Pierre Exercise and Health Science
Kevin Valentin Pleitez Exercise and Health Science
Zachary Tyler Pouliot Exercise and Health Science
Alexsis Dominick Pressamarita Exercise and Health Science, and Economics
Sophia Christine Ragusa Exercise and Health Science
Julieann J. Ramgeet Exercise and Health Science
Aleen Ramirez Exercise and Health Science
Isabel Raymond Exercise and Health Science
Honors College
Brianna Rose Roberts-Dias Exercise and Health Science
Elaine Elisabeth Teixeira Rodrigues Exercise and Health Science
Nahalie Chailline Rodriguez Cruz Exercise and Health Science
Milenia Saenz Exercise and Health Science
Joshua Matthew Santos Exercise and Health Science
Honors College
Brianna J. Seaver Exercise and Health Science
Nathan Thomas Shea Exercise and Health Science
Kaylee Souza Exercise and Health Science
Gianna Rose Stokes Exercise and Health Science
Brianna Claire Tambascio Exercise and Health Science
Jiaqi Tang Exercise and Health Science
Helene Tran Exercise and Health Science
Thu Kieu Duyen Tran Exercise and Health Science
Kelly Trejo Exercise and Health Science
Tiffany Tremblay Exercise and Health Science
Honors College
Ygan Jae Cacteng Tumapang Exercise and Health Science
Kiara Turner Simpson Exercise and Health Science
Nasia Tairihana Walls Exercise and Health Science
Alexandra Ann Wapenski Exercise and Health Science
Benjamin Gormley Zimmer Exercise and Health Science
Victoria Zinitti Exercise and Health Science
Gerontology Program
Bachelor of Science

Linnea M. Burke  Global Aging and Life Course Studies
Sarah Temitope Fadeyi  Global Aging and Life Course Studies
Jennifer Elizabeth Lee  Global Aging and Life Course Studies

Nursing Program
Bachelor of Science

Isabella Marie Abbamonte  Nursing
Karimah Adeloke Abolade  Nursing
Victoria Claire Abrams  Nursing
Alexandra Adam  Nursing
Abena Oforiowa Adu-Gyamfi  Nursing
Maria I. Agim  Nursing
Yeabin Esther Ahn  Nursing
Mary O. Akinmejiwa  Nursing
Ali Al-asaad  Nursing
Honors College
Daniela A. Albarran Hurley  Nursing
Cassandra Alexander  Nursing
Enkeleda Alaj  Nursing
Sarah Healy Allen  Nursing
Samantha Elizabeth Alston  Nursing
Eunice Debrah Amankwah  Nursing
Karla Lisseth Andrade Solis  Nursing
Georgina Adjorkor Anteh  Nursing
Juliana Arias  Nursing
Megan Ellin Arnold  Nursing
Gina Marie Ash  Nursing
Meghan Aylward  Nursing
Alyssa Banks  Nursing
Heidi Julissa Barrientos  Nursing
Honors College
Richelle Paglinawan Barry  Nursing
Allison Jo Bartlett  Nursing
Jessica Basile  Nursing
Trevor Bates  Nursing
Nicholas Antunes Batista  Nursing
Jacqueline Batres  Nursing
Tawnya Elizabeth Benton  Nursing
Claudia Biagini  Nursing
Lindsey Birmingham  Nursing
Kalie Renae Bisagno  Nursing
Kristin Beth Bixler  Nursing
Marlaine Marie Bland  Nursing
Gabrielle Jenna Bold  Nursing
Abigail Bouchard  Nursing
Sarah A. Bouchard  Nursing
Adriana Agnes Boudreau  Nursing
Jessica Bradner  Nursing
Haley Michelle Brann  Nursing
Rachelle Bredy  Nursing
Catherine Michelle Brennan  Nursing
Jamie Lynn Brenner  Nursing
Samuel Lane Brenza  Nursing
Patrick Timothy Bresnahan  Nursing
Lilah Brewer  Nursing
Ernestine Berg Grace Brice  Nursing
Tess Brockmeyer  Nursing
Noelle Elizabeth Brown  Nursing
Meghan Ann Brundage  Nursing
Sandra Buenrostro  Nursing
Kim Hang Bui  Nursing
Delaney Patterson Burke  Nursing
Kathryn Johnson Burville  Nursing
Kelly R. Butler  Nursing
Alexandra Margaret Buyuk  Nursing
Honors College
Kathleen Carey Byrne  Nursing
Elizabeth Donna Aragi Caley  Nursing
Lucy Isabella Campbell  Nursing

Melikiano Landika Muhongo Verde  Global Aging and Life Course Studies
Masha Cassidy Smith-Realmuto  Global Aging and Life Course Studies

Alessia Candelieri  Nursing
Sylvia Canney  Nursing
Meagan Haley Carney  Nursing
Honors College
Andrea Casyin  Nursing
Lucjan Ceca  Nursing
Tasha Darly Cesard  Nursing
Sheeza Chaudry  Nursing
Tiffany Chiu  Nursing
Steven Ciminello  Nursing
Mya Civil  Nursing
Abisola Ohunene Clement  Nursing
Honors College
Sydnie Clerge  Nursing
Kate Elizabeth Clomiro  Nursing
Daniel Edward Cochran  Nursing
Connor Patrick Coe  Nursing
Honors College
Ryan Milton Conley  Nursing
Ashley Frances Connors  Nursing
Michelle Davenport Cook  Nursing
Cassandra Donofrio Corina  Nursing
Felicia Cousins  Nursing
Kimberly Ruth Coyne  Nursing
Kristen Mary Coyne  Nursing
Shelby Catherine Craig  Nursing
Honors College
William Richard Cutrone  Nursing
Vy Thanh Duc  Nursing
Paul Michael Dacey, Jr.  Nursing
Meghan Daley  Nursing
Andrea Suzette Daly  Nursing
Eugene Daly  Nursing
Tolessa Dekeba Damie  Nursing
Kathy A. Dang  Nursing
Amanda Davekos  Nursing
Jesselynn David  Nursing
Ashley Davis  Nursing
Ainsley Dean  Nursing
Jillian Deeb  Nursing
Alanna DeFabrizio  Nursing
Stephanie Jean Delisca  Nursing
Flavio DeOliveira  Nursing
Kristen Leigh DiBella  Nursing
Samuel Dale Dillon  Nursing
Patricia Dimaggio  Nursing
Brianne Nicole DiMuzio  Nursing
Mia Elizabeth DiStefano  Nursing
Vitoria Caroline Do Carmo  Nursing
Honors College
My Duyen Doan  Nursing
Judith Hartin Doane  Nursing, and Psychology
Colin Patrick-Francis Donohue  Nursing
Daisy Jiana Dos Santos-Ribeiro  Nursing
Emily Katherine Doucette  Nursing
Lesly Amelia Doyle  Nursing
Buhle Dumazile Dube  Nursing
Alanna Duffy  Nursing
Mary Agnes Dunn  Nursing
Lauren Durell  Nursing
Kayla Dutaille  Nursing
Linda Chiakadili Edokwe  Nursing
Asia Antoinette Edwards-Jaeger  Nursing
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Profession</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Caroline Nkechinyere Eke</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexis Naomi Elad</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erin Maureen Ellis</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evelyn-Rose Elizabeth Enokian</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sabrina Exantus</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabriella Facada</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aya Faddoul</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas Peter Farina</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tara D. Feldman</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niltzer Fils</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katie Finn</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zena Fisuh</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Noel Flores-Soito</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hiabella Rabelo Faggiotto</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kara Michele Fonseca</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ella Galante-Barrett</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honors College</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cynara J. Gallagher</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emma Catherine Gannon</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Gavin</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mickaela Pia Ouano Gerenia</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honors College</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eleanor Goldstein</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colin M. Goodbred</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camille Marguerite Grover</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia Marie Halvorsen</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Hannon</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly C. Hart</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanessa Herrera</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Lauren Herrick</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chloe Audrey Ho</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Horacius</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy Huang</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leah Jan Hueneke</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chase Hurwitt</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ossasogie Anita Imafidon</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mariya Emille Inocentes</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindsay Irrera</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colin Jeppson</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Josandy Rene Jeune</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elissia Jimenez</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justin Joby</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isabel May Johnson</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sidney Ling-Ni Johnson</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyanna Johnson</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew John Jones</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathelyne Flore Joseph</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jinjoo Jung</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idris Berlin Kamdem Sikali</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natalie Mary Kelleher</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristin Frances Kelley</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Abigail Kelley</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leanne Carolyinne Kender</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George Gray Kent</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emmanuel Kaba Keriha</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sophonie Marie Kernizan</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crystal Kibe</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nita Ifechukwu Kiemewua</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colby Knolhoff</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erinda Elena Kono</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haley Grace Kososki</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristen D. Kroll</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luchiana Krzciuk</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Lindsey Kustra</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mia Labato</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Devin LaLama</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua D. Landry</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Devna Langat</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carly Rose Lansing</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cody LaPanne</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Frances Laski</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sigourney Lucie Lavoie</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tina P Le</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arnold Sangwoo Lee</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Nicole LeMassena</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yuliya Leuchanka</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa Ann Libby</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Joy Linskey</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siyu Liu</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melinda Llangozi</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christine Lonegan</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexa Rae Lorance</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Laura Lorette</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krisy Hong Ly</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yania Michelle Machado</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Machowski</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathleen Melanie Maciasucum</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neila Coralie Magloire</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olivia M. Maier</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asmita Mangar</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divya Mannan</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Martins</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khaoula Maslouh</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dervanah Berdine Maxime</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caitlin Patricia Mayer</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Patrick McGowan</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kerry Lynn McLaughlin</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly Rose McMahon</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courtney Camara McManus</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allison Kate McSwain</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melissa Rae Meagher</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca Anne Melamphy</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tony Mendez Lopez</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tryphena Ama Mensah</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Diane Miller</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Miller</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAINA MIRZABEKOV</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heather Kathleen Mitrano</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nurjahan Rose Mondol</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Monteiro</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lizbeth Montero</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brooke Elizabeth Morrill</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honors College</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alyssa Mossler</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joanna Maria Moosurunga Abs</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Ann Wacucu Mucemi</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katelyn M. Mulvaney</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Murphy</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiona Genevieve Murphy</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honors College</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natalie Grace Murphy</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miquela Ortiz Murray</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aisha Natukunda Muzungu</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patricia Nacu</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loreanna Nardy</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laferne Dahlia Nathan</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Nelson</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brynna Christine NewBorn</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irene Azimwi Chenwi Ngen</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Han Gia Nguy</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cindy Ngoc Nguyen</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My Nguyen</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sang Kieu Nguyen</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheila Nguyen</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vivian Hong Nguyen</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sophie Nyanzi</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jediddah Eva Wambui Nyota</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Francis O’Brien</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joyce O’Connell</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birsat Yemane Ogbuzhi</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chelsea Chinenye Oguei fo jor</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Augustina Ojimba</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Oliva</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jane Olumese</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Covenant Chinwe Onyenmaonu Nursing
Matthew Anthony Ortiz Nursing
Lidieth Yesenia Ospina-Puche Nursing
Kaitlin Mary O'Sullivan Nursing
Sarah Owens Nursing
Oluwaseyi Abigail Oyegunwa Nursing
Raimat Agbeke Oyeladu Nursing
Limani Snehal Pachchigar Nursing
Jorge Andres Parra Torres Nursing
Tara Pascal Nursing
Annika Elisabeth Pasic Nursing
Nidhi Vinodbhai Patel Nursing
Asmita Pathak Nursing
Abigail Eunice Perez Natareno Nursing
Brendan James Perry Nursing
Nathacha Morney Petit Frere Nursing
Justin Pham Nursing
Kayla Nguyen Pham Nursing Honors College
David To Phan Nursing
Julia Eleonora Philbrook Nursing
Madge Andgella Piard Nursing Honors College
Roselie Pierre Nursing
Lydia Grace Piton Nursing
Courtney Melva Piton Nursing
Sarah Pokorny Nursing
Cole Poulin Nursing
Allison Dayna Putz Nursing
Jennifer Quiceno Looiza Nursing
Hina Rafiq Nursing
Giulia Rachelous Nursing
Sofia Ratchelous Nursing
Megan Lee Ricciardi Nursing
Rylee Ronan Ridge Nursing Honors College
Anthony James Robinson Nursing
Micaela Robinson Nursing
Jenna N. Roche Nursing
Aimee Rong Nursing
Victoria Nichole Ryan Nursing
Soheila Saboori Nursing
Kurthy Saint Marc Nursing
Garima Sandhu Nursing
Hannah Elizabeth Savoia Nursing
Katherine Grace Semple Nursing Honors College
Vincenza Sepe Nursing
Magda Ellen Sequeira Nursing
Sanoe Shaemy Nursing
Aziza Rahim Shirazi Nursing
Samantha Lynn Silva Nursing
Bridget Joyce Smith Nursing
Shauna Lee Trudy-Ann Smith Nursing
Laura Ann Smock Nursing
Liliannna Rose Snell Nursing Honors College
Chloe Wells Spedden Nursing
Courtney Cunat Spencer Nursing
Megan Claire Spinney Nursing
Novlet Elizabeth Stapleton Nursing
Helen Weiler Steinman Nursing
Molly Stevens Nursing
Virginia S. Stewart Nursing
Hannah Isabella Stone Nursing
Kimberly Rose Sullivan Nursing
Laurel Lee Summer Nursing
Conor Francis Szarek Nursing
Brianne N. Tavares Nursing
Hailee Jade Tavares Nursing Honors College
Kaylee Marie Tavares Nursing Honors College
Gabriella Ilian Tchourilkova Nursing
Ruthshel Nathanaelle Telus Nursing
Ashley E. Theard Nursing
Alexandrine Theodore Nursing
Lauren Thompson Nursing
Katelynn Tivey Nursing
Isabella Toal Nursing Honors College
Annmarie Tobin Nursing
Melody Tong Nursing
Amanda Grace Tonkin Nursing Honors College
Katelyn Marie Toomey Nursing
Julia Rose Tracy Nursing
Ashley Lynn Trainor Nursing
Lily Tran Nursing
Janhvi Trehan Nursing
Mary Diane Tremblay Nursing
Andy Tran Nursing
Cindy Tsang Nursing
Emma Catherine Tubberville Nursing
Bella Honey Tucker Nursing
Jessica Lynn Twohig Nursing
Shalom Chekwubechukwu Udeh Nursing
Alexandra Ugljesa Nursing
Evelise Marie Velez Nursing Honors College
Claire MacLennan Vencis Nursing
Ariel C. Vilemna Brown Nursing
Louis Villanueva Nursing
McKenzie Thanh-Nguyen Vo Nursing
Kiley Joel Walden Nursing
Maria J. Warish Nursing
Allison Nicole Weber Nursing
Emma Catherine Wells Nursing
Elizabeth Wettengel Nursing
Nicole Vivian Wheeler Nursing
Megan Marie Whitehead Nursing
Pamela Whittle Nursing
Devon James Wilson Nursing
Jade Wint Nursing
Olivia Wronka Nursing
Leo Xu Yan Nursing
Yexina Yang Nursing
Natalie Rose Yeomans Nursing
Fekirte Yonas Nursing
Kelly Theresa Young Nursing
Katya Yu Nursing
Winnie Zhang Nursing
Janice Zhu Nursing
School for the Environment

Bachelor of Arts

Chantel Andrews  Environmental Science
Quentin Bell  Community Development
Liam John Bowler  Environmental Science
Sara Bremer  Environmental Studies and Sustainability
Thomas Joseph Cabelus  Environmental Science
Michael Anthony Dellofiano  Environmental Science
Francesca Dominique DiRice  Environmental Science
Maham Faisal  Environmental Studies and Sustainability
Ana Maria Hernandez  Community Development
Yan Kit Ho  Environmental Studies and Sustainability
Jesse Johnson  Environmental Science
Patrick Stephen Lillis  Environmental Studies and Sustainability
Kailey A. Maguire  Environmental Science
Jason Martinez  Environmental Studies and Sustainability

Bachelor of Science

Chantel Andrews  Environmental Science
Jeffrey Patrick Alty  Environmental Science
Daniel Antonio Arana  Environmental Science
Alyssa Lynne Assante  Environmental Science
Arina Bakradze  Environmental Science
Kayla R. Bradley  Environmental Science
Honors College
Taryn Broughal  Environmental Science
Kelly Ana Costa  Environmental Science
Kaylee Marie Cruz  Environmental Science
Michaela Davis  Environmental Science
Janizer D. Diaz Cartagena  Environmental Science
Christopher Benton Druding  Environmental Science
Kerry Fanning  Environmental Science
Isabelle Marie Freda  Environmental Science, and Philosophy
Honors College
Ryan Giffee  Environmental Science
Maya Ramona James  Environmental Science

Jonathan M. Neuburger  Community Planning
Bianca Caterina Oppedisano  Environmental Science
Cody Toukalek Pajic  Environmental Science
Honors College
Hongru Pan  Environmental Studies and Sustainability
Ashley Elizabeth Pierce  Environmental Science, and Political Science
Jeffrey Joseph Pimentel, Jr.  Environmental Science
Jonathan Quinn  Environmental Studies and Sustainability
Jason Daniel Reilly  Environmental Science, and English
Ania-Nahi Ruiz  Community Development
Meryl Johanna Schultz  Environmental Studies and Sustainability
Chloe Rene Soto  Environmental Science
Jennifer Renee Tutiven  Environmental Science
Jessica Alyse White  Environmental Studies and Sustainability

Martin Lugwarha Kalere  Environmental Science
Hunter Kossodo  Environmental Science
Emilia Marianna Kuikka  Environmental Science
Tyler John Kulak  Environmental Science
Anh Marie Le  Environmental Science
Maria C. Lee  Environmental Science
Cheuk Fan Leung  Environmental Science
Gena Marie Morin  Environmental Science
Heather Michele Murray  Environmental Science
Luke Overshiner  Environmental Science
Elizabeth Marie Panagakis  Environmental Science
Sofia Pecherkohout  Environmental Science
Adam Shah  Environmental Science
Divine Quram Siam  Environmental Science
Emily Tang  Environmental Science
Matthew John Tobin  Environmental Science
Jocelyn R. Weir  Environmental Science
Katherine Elizabeth Wilbert  Environmental Science
John Yazbek  Environmental Science
University Trustees and Officers

Trustees of the University of Massachusetts

Stephen R. Karam, Chair
Mary L. Burns, Vice Chair
Fahad K. Alden, Student, UMass Lowell
Christopher J. Brady, Student, UMass Amherst
David M. Brunelle
Gerald G. Colella
Jose M. Delgado
Michael E. Dooley, Student, UMass Boston
Robert Epstein
Robert Lewis, Jr.
Ann M. Maguire Keches
Michael V. O’Brien
Noreen C. Okwara, MD
Imari K. Paris Jeffries, BA, MEd, MA, PhD
Julie M. Ramos Gagliardi, MBA
Elizabeth D. Scheibel, JD
Joseph C. Sullivan
Steven A. Tolman
Amelia S. Toye, Student, UMass Chan Medical School
Patrick Tutwiler, PhD, Secretary of Education, ex-officio
Jehan S. Worthy, Student, UMass School of Law
Charles F. Wu, MBA

President of the University of Massachusetts

Martin T. Meehan, JD

UMass Boston Leadership

Marcelo Suárez-Orozco, Chancellor
Karen R. Ferrer-Muñiz, Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs
John A. Drew, Vice Chancellor for Enrollment Management
Kathleen Kirleis, Vice Chancellor for Administration and Finance
Joseph B. Berger, Provost and Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs
Marie Bowen, Vice Chancellor for Human Resources
Raymond V. Lefebvre, Vice Chancellor for Information Technology and CIO
Jacqueline A. Schuman, Vice Chancellor and Director for Athletics and Recreation
Garrett M. Smith, Deputy Chancellor
Megan Delage Sullivan, Vice Chancellor for Marketing and Engagement
Adam K. Wise, Vice Chancellor for University Advancement
Peter T. Kelly, Chief of Staff
Venky Venkatachalam, Dean, College of Management
Tara Parker, Dean, College of Education and Human Development
Robert Chen, Interim Dean, School for the Environment
Robin Côté, Dean, College of Science and Mathematics
Pratima Prasad, Interim Dean, College of Liberal Arts
Stephanie Walker, Dean of University Libraries
Bo Fernhall, Dean, Manning College of Nursing and Health Sciences
Matthew Fenlon, Assistant Chancellor for University Relations
Mya M. Mangawang, Vice Provost
Joseph N. Cooper, Special Assistant to the Chancellor for Black Life
Martha Patrick, University Ombudsperson, Director of Ombuds Services
Alumni Association Board of Directors

Kathleen R. Carten ’79, President
Philip J. Carver ’09, G’14, Vice President
Frederick R. Koed ’90, G’99 Treasurer
Lornie D. Bullerwell ’69, Secretary
Richard Bagge ’93
Shkeya Brittle ’04
Ronald E. Coard ’94
James P. Collins, III ’74

Sandip Dasgupta G’21
James Hunt ’80
Donna Marie Maguire G’03
Marijo McCarthy ’78
Maureen E. Melton ’85, G’90
James M. O’Sullivan ’80
Rontear Pendleton ’02

Young Alumni Council

Gray Milkowski ’18, President
Elizabeth West ’19, Vice President
Nurcin Celebi ’16, G’19, Secretary
Stephanie Bensadoun ’18, Engagement Committee Chair
Roman Davis ’14, Fundraising Committee Chair
David Manning ’15, Nominating Committee Chair
Sukia Akiba ’16
Jake Bates ’22
Natalie Belflower ’15
Paige Berry ’14

Jacob Bohenko ’19
Yolanda Burrell ’11
Ivan Cutts ’18
Dlynnsee Damas ’21
Daniel Gibbons ’19
Alana Hylton CER’21, G’22
Shubhankar Joshi ’17
Alexandrea Kreuser ’16, G’19
Haydy (George) Lesha ’14
Joseph Miller ’14
Kush Patel ’21
Diana Tran ’21

Commencement Facts and Acknowledgments

Retiring Faculty

College of Education and Human Development
Wenfan Yan, Professor, Leadership in Education

College of Liberal Arts
Amy Den Ouden, Associate Professor, Women’s, Gender, and Sexuality Studies
Elizabeth Bussiere, Associate Professor, Political Science
Rachel Rubin, Professor, American Studies

College of Management
Roger Blake, Associate Professor, Management Science and Information Systems

College of Science and Mathematics
Andrew Grosovsky, Professor, Biology
Alexia Pollack, Associate Dean and Associate Professor, Biology
Ming Ouyang, Associate Professor, Computer Science

Donna M. and Robert J. Manning College of Nursing and Health Sciences
Rosanna DeMarco, Associate Provost and Professor

School for the Environment
Kenneth Reardon, Professor

Faculty Marshals

Steven Ackerman
Julian C. Alonso Restrepo
Dana Commesso
Sabreen Darwish
Kui Du
Jesse Farmer
Jonathan Frankel

Andrew Grosovsky
Zachary Horn
Da Hei Ku
Julianne Mazzawi
Helen Poynton
Lin Zhu
Music and Musicians

The University Chamber Singers regularly perform at university events and in concerts for the public, drawing upon a repertoire that ranges from Renaissance madrigals to contemporary music. They are directed by David Giessow of UMass Boston's performing arts faculty.

Commencement Committee

Andy Allen  DeWayne Lehman  Rowan Qudah
Stephanie Burns  Laura Lopes  Anne Riley
Abby Cheng  Eduardo Luciano  Jessi Robinson
Justin Comeau  Gregory Mantolesky  Caitlin Sateia
Valerie Corrente  Casey McDonagh  Diann Simmons
Diane D'Arrigo  Madison McGregor  Kenneth Sprague
Karen Delaney  Anne Marie McLaughlin  David Torrice
Allison Duffy  Denise McNair  Bethany Tuller
Timothy Dunn  Michael Metzger  Crystal Valencia
Alex England  Joyce Morgan  Jessica Wade
Lisa Greggo  Katherine Nguyen  Kahrim Wade
Andrea Haas  Paul Nuti  Sarah Weatherbee
Alison Harper  Patrick O'Connor  Janette White
Charles Henriques  Jolanda Omari  Steven Whitemore
John Jessoe  Kristen Papuga  Constance Wilson
Michael Kearns  Regine Paul
Peter Kelly  Tina Perez
Suzanne Korschun  Chansavan Phanthalangsy

Video of the Ceremonies

A link to watch the UMass Boston 2024 Undergraduate Commencement Ceremony will be available at umb.edu/ugrad24 thirty minutes after the conclusion of the ceremony.
The Alma Mater

To UMass Boston

We beheld, UMass Boston, a torch in your hand,
Saw a crown on your brow, heard your voice of command
That we follow the lead of your bold guiding light
Toward knowledge and wisdom and fervor for right...
Toward knowledge and wisdom and fervor for right.

How that glow has burned bright through the passage of years
As our dreams dispelled doubts and our hopes assuaged fears,
As our eyes watched that gleam with conviction and trust,
And we learned to place faith in the good and the just...
And we learned to place faith in the good and the just.

May that torch never dim as life beckons us forth—
May it shine like a jewel of fathomless worth.
Like tall ships setting sail may we steer evermore
To that beacon of beauty and truth on the shore...
To that beacon of beauty and truth on the shore.

The music for the alma mater was composed in 2016 by Professor of Music David Patterson of the Performing Arts Department. The musical setting has the flavor of a 19th century anthem as heard through modern ears. The lyrics were adapted from those of a State Teachers College at Boston class song by a committee of the university’s Faculty Council. In both music and text, “To UMass Boston” evokes images of an ongoing, uplifting pursuit of knowledge and truth.

About the University

With a growing reputation for innovative research addressing complex urban issues, the University of Massachusetts Boston, metropolitan Boston’s only public university, offers its diverse student population both an intimate learning environment and the rich experience of a great American city. UMass Boston’s 7 colleges and schools serve nearly 17,000 students while engaging local, national, and international constituents through academic programs, research centers, and public service activities.

Part of the five-campus University of Massachusetts system, UMass Boston is located on a peninsula in Boston Harbor, near the John F. Kennedy Presidential Library and Museum, the Massachusetts State Archives and Museum, and the Edward M. Kennedy Institute for the United States Senate. To learn more about UMass Boston, visit umb.edu.